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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

November 6, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JIM CAVANAUGH

FROM:

DICK CHENEY

j)

Jim, attached is some historical research that has been done for
the President on State of the Union and Farewell Addresses by
previous Presidents as they left Office.
You should return it to Bob Hartmann, and also arrange to notify
the staff that all suggestions regarding a State of the Union Message
and a Farewell Message should be submitted to Bob no later than
December 15th.
The President currently is thinking in terms of delivering two
major speeches before he leaves. The first would be a State of
the Union address to a joint session of Congress around the 12th
of January, and then a few days later, an address, perhaps televised
from the White House to the nation at large, which would be a
farewell address.
Notify Cannon and Lynn of these plans, and Hartmann; but don't
let information get out on the fact that we might do two.
Also make certain that everybody is notified that they've got to
submit to Hartmann by the 15th of December.
Attachment
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WASHINGTON
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MEMORANDUM
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

November 4, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR:

COUNSELLOR HARTMANN
DOUGLAS J. SMITH
I

.)1J.rr

VIA:

GWEN ANDERSON

FROM:

CHARLES McCALLC#fH

SUBJECT:

Farewell Messages and State of the Union Addresses

Since the end if the Second World War, only three previous
Presidents have needed to consider both the preparation of a
State of the Union Messages and some sort of farewell remarks
to the American people.
President Truman sent his final ~tate of the Union MesJ_~ge to
the Hill on January 7, 1953. He broadcast his Farewell Address on
January 15th.
F'resident Eisenhower sent his final State of the Union Message
to the House on J.anuary 12t!J. and to the Senate on January 13th, 1961.
He made a Farewell Address via radio and television on January 17,
1961.
President Johnson delivered his State of the Union Message in
person before a joint session of Congress on Jttnuary 14,£6.2· He
made no formal farewell address.

TAB A

PRESIDENT TRUMAN
1) State of the Union Message
2) Farewell Address

TAB B

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER
1) State of the Union Message
2) Farewell Address

TAB

PRESIDENT JOHNSON
1) State of the Union Message
2) Remarks in New York City
at a Farewell Dinner Honoring
the President
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after long and careful ne~ntiation, has

brought 5,6p acr~s into pub! i;.; ownership,
and I am incorporating this into the park.
This insures the prcservation of the 250-foot
Sitka spruces of the Bogachiel Valley.
The Olympic :\"ational Park, established
for the benefit and enjoyment of the Amer-

ican people, nmv becomes the only park in
the ·world to extc:1:d fro8 s:10·.vcapped
mountains to ocean be:tches.
NOTE: The President issued Procb.mation 3003

"Enlarging the Olymp!c ~ational Pa:-k W:tshington''
(3 CFR, 1949-1953 Co:np., p. q8).

Annual Message to the Congress on the State of the Union.
January

7, 1953

To the Congres; of the United States:
I have the honor to report to the Congress
on the state of the Union.
'D1is is the eighth such report that, as
President, I have been privileged to present
to you and to the country. On previous
occasions, it has been my custom to set forth
proposals for legislative action in the coming
year. But that is not my purpose today.
The presentat~on of a legislative program
falls properly to my successor, not to me,
and I would not infringe upon his responsibility to chart the forward course. Instead,
I wish to spea..l.c of the course we have been
following the past eight years and the position at which \Ve have arrived.
In just two weeks, General Eisenhower
will be inaugurated as President of the
United States and I will resume-most
gladly-my place as a private citizen qf this
Republic. The Presidency last changed
hands eight years ago this coming April.
That was a tragic time: a time of grieving
for President Roosevelt-the great and gallant human being who had been taken from
us; a time of unrelieved anxiety to his successor, thrust so suddenly into the complexities and burdens of the Presidential office.
Not so this time. This time we see the
normal transition under our democratic
system. One President, at the conclusion of
his term, steps back to private life; his successor, chosen by the people, begins his
tenure of the oftice. And the Presidency of
the United States continues to function
without a moment's break.
Since the election, I have done my best to

nq

assure that the transfer from one . .\dministra.. -.;:~~
·:::~-~

'ii£

tion to another shall be smooth and orderly•.
From General Eisenhower and his associates, · ~,;fft
I have had friendly and understanding col- ;~~
laboration in this endeavor. I have not ...~
sought to thrust upon him-nor has he .·::,~.
sought to take-the responsibility which. ::.;~
,_.,
must be mine until nvelve o'clock noon on ,??.~~
January twentieth. But together, I hope and ~-;~
believe we have found means whereby the _c;.)b
incoming President can obtain the full and
detailed information he will need to assume ·""··
the responsibility the moment he takes the
oath of office.
The President-elect !s about to uke up the
greatest burdens, the most compelling responsibilities, given to any man. And I,
with you and all Americans, \Vish for him all
possible success in undertaking the tasks that
will so soon be his.
\Vhat are these tasks? The President is
Chief of State, elected representative of all
the people, national spokesman for them and
to them.· He is Commander-in-Chief of our
armed forces. He is charged with the conduct of our foreign relations. He is Chief
Executive of the Katioi1's largest ci;·ilian organization. He must select and nominate all
top officials of the ExecutiH: Branch and all
FeJeral judges. And on the legislative side,
he has the obligation ad the opportunity to
recommend, and to app:on: or veto legislation. Besides all this, it is to him that a gre::;t
political_party turns naturally for leadership,
and that, too, he must provide as President.
This bundle of burdens is unique; there is
nothing else like it on th::: face
the earth.
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Harry S. Truman, 1953
L:h usk could be a full-time: job. Together,
t:t..:y would be a tremendous undertaking in
b: eJsi::st o£ times.
But o.1r times are not easy; they are ha:d~> hard and complex, perh:1ps as any in our
r.:s~ory. Nmv, the President not only has to
c:1rry on these tasks in such a way that our
democracy may grow and flourish and our
people prosper, but he also has to lead, the
whole free wodd in overcoming the communist menace-and all this under the shadow
of the atomic bomb.
This is a huge challenge to the human being who occupies the Presidential office. But
it is not a challenge to him alone, for in reality he cannot meet it alone. The challenge
runs not just to him but to his whole Administration, to the Congress, to the country.
Ultimately, no President can master his
responsibilities, save as his fellow citizensindeed, the whole people-comprehend the
ch:!llenge of our times and move, with him,
to meet it.
It h:1:> been my privilege to hold the Presit!~ittd office for nearly eight years now, and
much has been done in \vhich I take great
pride. But this is not personal pride. lt is
p:itle in the people, in the Nation. It is
pride in our political system and our form of
go\·ernment-balky sometimes, mechanically
deficient perhaps, in many \vays-but
enormously alive and vigorous; able through
these years to keep the Republic on the right
course, rising to the great occasions, accomplishing the essentials, meeting the basic
ch::tllenge of our times.
There have been misunderstandings and
cont:o>"ersies these past eight years, but
throu.,.h
it all the President of the United
0
States has h:1d that me:1sure of support :1nd
uncl..:rstanding without which no man could
~Cl,tain the burdens of the Presidential office,
or hcpe to discharge its responsibilities.
For this I am profoundly grateful-gratefui to my associates in the ExecutiYe
B~~!nch-most of thr:m non-partisan civil
i·~r·. ~n1ts; grateful-despite our disagreel~l':nls-ro the Members o£ the Congress on
[;(,:h s:des of the aic;\c; grateful especialiy to
.
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the American people, the cmzens of this
Republic, governors of u:; all.
\Ve are still so close to r<.:cent corltro\·ersies
thJt some of us may find it hard to u;::tderstand the accomplishments of these past eight
years. But the accomplishments are real and
very great, not as the President's, not as t..1.e
Congress', but as the achievements of our
country and all the people in it.
Let me remind you of some of the things
we have done since I first assumed my duties
as President of the United States.
I took the oath of office on April 12, 1945·
In May of that same year, the Nazis surrendered. Then, in July, that great white
flash of light, man-made at Alamogordo,
heralded swift and final victory in \Vorld
War II-and opened the doorway to the
atomic age.
Consider some of the great questions that
were posed for us by sudden, total victory in
\Vorld \Var II. Consider also, how well \Ve
as a Nation have responded.
'Would the American economy collapse,
after the war? That was one question.
\Vould there be another depression here-a
repetition of 19:n or 1929? The free world
feared and dreaded it. The communists
hoped for it and built their policies upon
that hope.
We answered that question-answered it
with a resounding "no."
.
Our economy has grown tremendously.
Free enterprise has flourished as never before. Sixty-two million people are now
gainfully employed, compared \Vith )I million seven years ago. Private businessmen
and farmers have invested more than 200
billion dollars in new plant and equip:nent
since the end of \Vorld \Var II. Pr:ces
have risen further th:m they should ha ,-e
done-but incomes, by and large, h:tTe risea
even more, so that real living srandards are
now considerably higher than seven years
ago. Aided by sound government polkies,
our eX?anding economy has shown the
strength and flexibility for swift and almost
painless reconversion from war to pea::c, i:-1
1945 and 19-16; for quick re:1cr:on 2r.J reIII)
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co\"\.:ry-well bdo~c Korea-from the beginnings of rc:cc:s,;:._m in I9-t9· Ahove all, this
li·,e :_md vit::~l ccor:o:ny o£ ours has now
5hown the rem.trk:~blc capacity to sustain
a £'reat mobilization program for defense, a
\·ast outpouring of aid to friends and allies
a!l around the world-and still to produce
more goods and services for peaceful use at
home than \Ve have ever known before.
This has been our answer, up to now,
to those who feared or hoped for a depression in this country.
How have we handled our national finances? That was another question arising
at war's end. In the administration of the
Government, no problem takes more of the
President's time, year in and year out, than
fashioning the Bucget, and the related problem of managing the public debt.
Financing World War II left us with a
tremendous public debt, which reached 279
billion dollars at its peak in February, 1946.
Beginning in July, 1946, when war and
reconversion financing had ended, \Ye have
held quite closely to the sound standard that
in times of high employment and high
national income, the Federal Budget should
be balanced and the debt.reduced.
For the four fiscal years from July I, 1946,
to June 30, 1950, we had a net surplus of
4·3 billion dollars. Using this surplus, and
the Treasury's excess cash reserves, the debt
was reduced substantially, reaching a low
point of 251 billion dollars in June, 1949, and
ending up at 257 billion dollars on June 30,
19)0.
In July of 1950, we began our rapid rearm::ment, and for two years held very
close to a pay-as-we-go policy. But in the
current fiscal year and the next, rising expenditures for defense will substantially
outrun receipts. This will pose an immediate and serious problem for the new
Congress.
l\ow let me turn to another question we
faced ::;.t the war's end. \Vould \':e take up
again, and carry forward, the great projects
of social welfare--so badly needed, so long
overdue-that the N'ew Deal had intro-

rn6

•

duced into our nation::tl life? \\" ould our
Government continue to h::~.-c a !:cart for
the people, or was the p:o,;;ress of the New
Deal to be halted in the afterrr:ath ot war
as decisively as the progress oi \\-oodrow
\Vilson's New Freedom had been halted
after the first world war?
This question, too, we have a~;wered.
We have answered it by doublin; old age
insurance benefits and extending coverage
to ten million more people. \Ve bve answered it by increasing our minimum wage.
'We have answered by the three million
privately constructed homes that the Federal Government has helped finance since
the war-and the 155 thousand units of
low rent public housing placed under construction since 1949·
We have answered \vith the .p t..;ousand
new hospital beds provided since 1946
~rough the joint efforts of the Federal Government and local communities.
·We have answered by helping eight million veterans of \Vorld \Var II to obtain
advanced education, 196 thousand to start
in business, and 64 thot!sand to buy farms.
We have answered by continuing to help
farmers obtain electric power, until today
nearly 90 per cent of our farms ha·.-e power
line electric service,
In these and other ways, we ha·,-e demonstrated, up to now, that our democracy has
not forgotten how to use the powers· of the
Government to promote the people's welfare
and security.
Another of the big post-war questions
was this: ·what we would do with the
Nation's natural resources-its soils and
water, forests and grasslands. \\"ould we
continue the strong conservation mo\·ement
of the 193o's, or would we, as w~ did after
the First World \\rar, slip ba~k into the
practices of monopoly, expbitat;o:l, and
waste?
The answer is pbin. .-\11 ac~oss our
country, the soil conser:ation rr:o\·ement
has spread, aided by GoYernmer:t programs,
enriching private and puSiic la'1ds. preserving them from destructio"l, improvi:1g them
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Harry S. Trttm,m, 1953
;~,, fLttur;~ me.

In our ri\'er b;l>ins, y;c ha\·e
nearly 5 billion dolbr3 of public
:t:;,rL ir:. ~he last eight years-investt:d them
i:: V'·:c·-:rs to control Hoods, irrigate f:um:l::~L. ;>~educe low-cost power and get ic to
r::.:: h'~se\\·i·>es and farmers and busim:ssr.::n v, ho need it. \Ve have been vigibnt
in procecting the people's property-lands
a1~d £o:-ests and oil and minerals.
We have had to fight hard against those
who would use our resources for private
greed; \Ye have met setbacks; \V:e have had
tO cday work because of ddense priorities,
bt on the whole we can be proud of our
reco;-d in protecting our natural heritage,
and in using our reso:rrccs for the public
good.
Here is another question we had to face
at the war's close: \Vould we continue, in
pea..:e as well as war, to promote equality
of opportunity for all our citizens, seeki.1g
ways and means to guarantee for all of them
the full enjoyment of their civil rights?
During the war we achieved great econ:)n-:ic and social gains for millions of our
H!.J·,,· citizens who had been held back by
p<ejudice. \Vere we prepared, in peacetime, to keep on moving toward full realization of the democratic promise? Or
would we let it be submerged, wiped out,
in post-\Yar riots and reaction, as after
World War I?
\Ye answered these questions in a series of
forward steps at every level of government
:ml in many spheres of private life. In our
armeJ forces, our civil service, our uni\·ersitic:s, our railway tmins, the residential distri:ts ot o-:.~r cities-in stores and factories all
a;;ro~s the :\ation-in the polling booths as
well-the b.1rriers are coming down. This
is h~tp~)c:-!!n:::;, in part, at the mandate of the
cc,~.~ts; in part, at the insistence of Federal,
S:;;rt: :mJ local governments; in part,
throCigh the enlightenc:cl action of pri\·ate
,::reups ar.d persons in e\·ery region and e,·ery
\\·,dk o: life.
Th,:re lw; been a grt:at awakening of the
.\ .; . ;-i,-_,'1 co:-tsci,_·nc': on the ismes oE civil
''· c\:d all thi' prugrc:ss-still far frorn
;;:·:~sk:!
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complete but still cuntinuing-hc.s been our
ans\ver, up to now, to those who questior:.ed
our intention to live up to the p:omises o:
equal freedom for us all.
TI1ere was another question pu'eJ for t.!S
at the war's end, which equally concerned
the future course of our democracy: Could
the machinery of government and poli::ics
in this Republic be changed, impro·;ed,
adapted rapidly enough to carry through,
responsibly and well, the vast, new complicated undertakings called for in our time?
"We have answered this question, too,
answered it by tackling the most urgent,
most specific, problems which the war experience itself had brought into sharp focus.
The reorganization of the Congress in 19..;6;
the unification of our armed ·sen·ices, beginning in 1947; the closer integration of
foreign and military policy through the
National Security Council created that same
year; and the Executive reorganizations,
before and after the Hoover-Acheson Commission Report in 1949-these are landmarks
in our continuing ende:tnJr to make gm·ernment an effective instrument of service to
the people.
I come now to the most vital question of
all, the greatest of our concerns: Could there
be built in the world ·a durable s::ructure oE
security, a lasting peace for all Ltte nations,
or would we drift, as after \Vo:-ld \Var I,
toward another terrible disaster-a disaster
which this time might be the holocaust of
atomic war?
That is still the overriding q:.~estion of
our time. \Ve cannot know the :ms\ver yet;
perhaps we will not know it finally fur a
long time to come. But day and r:~ght, th'.:se
past eight years, we have been b:.~ildint; fo::
peace, searching out the way thC!: leads mas:
surely to security and freedom and justice
in the world for us and all mJ.:1kind.
This, above all else, has been the task of
our Republic since the end of \Vcdd \Va!" II,
and 'our accornpli,hment so far should gi\·::
rc:tl pride to all ;\meri~<111S. .-\t the H·ry
least, :t tutal w,tr has b(·en c<Yerted, ea-.:h dJ.y
up to this hour. And at the m-=>>", \\·.: ::ny
IIIj
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haYc suc,:.:::dcd in establishing condi:iom whi,-:1 can l . ..:ep that l~i1:d of w:tr from
h-1pp.::t~ing. for a:; Ltr ahead :1' m::tn can see.
The Sc:cond WodJ War r:tdically changed
the: power rebtiunships of the world. Nations once great were left shattered and
weak, channels of communication, routes of
trade, political and economic ties of many
kinds were ripped apart.
And in this chang-:d, disrupted, chaotic
situati,:o, the United States and the So\·iet
Uniou emerged as the two strongest powers
of the world. Each had tremendous human
and natural resources, actual or potential,
on a scale unmatched by any other nation.
Nothing could make plainer why the
world is in its present state-and how that
came to pass-than an understanding of the
diametrically opposite principles and policies
of these two great powers in a war-ruined
world.
For our part, we in this Republic were-and are-free men, heirs of the American
Revolution, dedicated to the truths of our
Declaration of Independence:
". • • That all men are created equal,
that they are endowed by their Creator with
certain unalienable rights • . • That to
secure these rights, gover.r:tments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers
frorn the consent of the governed."
Our post-war objective has been in keeping \V.ith this great idea. The United States
has sought to use its pre-eminent position
of power to help other nations recover from
the damage and dislocation of the war. We
held out a helping hand to enable them to
restore their national lives and to regain
their positions as independent, self-supporting members of the great family of nations.
This help was given without any attempt
on our part to dominate or control any
nation. \Ve die! not want satellites but
partners.
The Soviet Union, however, took exactly
the opposite course.
Its rulers saw in the weakened condition
vf the world not an obligation to assist in
the great wo<k of reconstruction, but an
III8

•

opportunity to exploit misery ~.:d sd'fering
for the extension of th;:ir po·.':o:r. Instead
of hdp, they brought sc;bjug:tticn. They
extinguished, blotted ot:t, the n:;r:onal independence of the countries th2.t the military
operations of \Vorld \VG.r II h2.d left within
their grasp.
The difference stares at us from the map
of Europe today. To the west of t.;_e line
that tragically divides Europe we see nations
continuing to act and live in the light of
their own traditions and princip!es. On the
other side, we see Lf-te dead uniformity of
a tyrannical system imposed by the rulers
of the Soviet Union. Nothing could point
up more clearly what the global struggle
between the free world and the communists
is all about.
It is a struggle as old as recorded history;
it is freedom versus tyranny.
For the dominant idea of the Soviet
regime is the terrible conception that men
do not have rights but live at the mercy of
the state.
.
Inevitably this idea of theirs-and all the
consequences flowing from it--collided with
the efforts of free nations to . build a just
and peaceful 'vorld. The "cold war" between the communists and the free world is
nothing more or less than the Soviet attempt
to checkmate and defeat our peaceful purposes, in furtherance of their o><.n dread
objective.
We did not seek this struggle, God forbid.
\Ve did our utmost to avoid it. In \Vorld
\Var II, we and the Russians had fought
side by side, each in our turn attacked and
forced to combat by the aggressors. After
the war, we hoped that our wartime collaboration could be maintained, that the
frightful experience of Nazi inn.sion, of
devastation in the heart of Russia, had
turned the Soviet rulers awav frc~ their old
proclaimed allegiance to ,;orld revolution
and communist dominion. Eut instead,
they violated, one by o:1e, the so!emn agreements thev had made with us in w:trtime.
They sought to use the rights and ?rivileges
they had obtained in the United Nat!ons, to
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Harry S. Truman, 1953
:r-..:,'~.ue its purposes and cut down its
:':' crs as ::;n effective agent of world prog:1r.J tr.-2 keeper of the world's pe:!ce.
D·:5pite th~s outcome, the efforts we made
ro·.r.;rd peaceful collaboration are a source
our present strength. They demons:r:ttcd that we believed what we proclaimed,
th:!t we actually sought honest agreements
as the way to peace. Our whole moral position, our leadership in the free world today,
is fortified by that fact.
Tne world is divided, not t..lu-ough our
buh or failure, but by Soviet design. They,
not we, began the cold war. And because
the free \Vorld saw this happen-because
men know we made the effort and the
Sovi~t rulers spurned it-the free nations
bve accepted leadership from our Republic, in meeting and mastering the
Soviet offensive.
It seems to me especi~ly important that
all of us be clear, in our own thinking, about
the nature of the threat we have facedanll will face for a long time to come. The
r:-:e::mtres we have d:::vised to meet it take
shape and pattern only as we understand
v:hat ·we \vere-and are-up against.
The Soviet Union occupies a territory of
S million square miles. Beyond its borders,
East and \Vest, are the nearly five million
5\~u:~re miles of the satellite states-virtually
i:xorporated into the Soviet Union-and of
China, now its close partner. This vast land
m::t;;s contains an enormous store of natural
resources sufficient to support an economic
C:c•:elopment comparable to our own.
That is the Stalinist world. It is a world
c~ great natural diversity in geography and
c::nate, in distribution of resources, in popu: :c;G'l, lang•.ngc, and living standards, in
e~0:1omic and cultural development. It is
l F:': :!d \':ho>e people are nrJt all convinced
·~v,mun!<ts by any means. It is a world
·:·h~rc history and national traditions, p:1r·:~·hrly in its borderlands, tend more to.. 1~ci s·~p.1r:tt:on than unification, and run
·:- .:;p:c::r tu th-: enforced combination th::t
:· :' k:::n rn:u.k of these :~reas today.

;c;;
cr

But it is aho a world of great man-m:1cl~
uniformities, a world tlut b!eeds its population white to build huge military forces; a
world in which the police are e\·erywhere and
their authority unlimit<:d; a world ,~·here terror and slavery are deliberately administered
both as instruments of go\·ernment and as
means of production; a world where all effective social power is the state's monopoly-yet
the state itself is the creature of the communist tyrants.
The Soviet Union, with its satellites, and
China are held in the tight grip of communist party chieftains. The party dominates
all social and political institutions. ·The party
regulates and centrally directs the whole
economy. In Moscow's sphere, and in
Peiping's, all history, philosophy, morality
and law are centrally established by rigid
dogmas, incessantly drummed into the whole
population and subject to interpretation-<>r
to change-by none except the party's o\vn
inner circle.
And lest their people learn too much of
other ways of life, the communists have
walled off their world, deliberately and uniformly, from the rest of human society.
That is the communist base of operation
in their cold war. In addition, they have at
their command hundreds and thousands of
dedicated foreign communists, people in
nearly every free country who will serve Mo;cow's ends. Thus the masters of the Kremlin are provided with deluded followers all
through the free vv·orld whom they can m"-nipulate, cynically and quite ruthlessly, to
serve the purposes of the Soviet state.
Gi\'en their vast interml base of operatio;15,
and their a6ents in foreign lands, what are
the communist rulers trying to do?
Inside their homebnd, the cor:1munists
are trying to maintain and modernize ln:::;e
military forces. And simultaneously, ti1ey
are endea,·oring to weld their whole ,·ast
area and population into a completely sei{contair~ed, ::tdvanced ioJus~rial soc!~ty. They
ain~, some d1.y:- to equ:-tl nr bctt~r the produ:tion lcn:!s of \Ve;tern Eurcpe :>r:d Ko~th
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.\rnc:rica coinbinc:t!---thus shibn;; the balance of world economic power, :md war
po:erHial, to their si(!c.
They ha\-e a long way to go and they know
it. But they are prep,tred to levy upon living
gener:nions any sacrifice that helps strengthen their armed power, or speed industrial
devebpment.
Externally, the communist rulers are trying to expand L~e boundaries of their world,
whenever and wherever they c:tn. This exp:msion they haYe pursued steadfastly since
the close of World War II, using any means
a\·ail::tble to them.
\Vhere the Soviet army was present," as in
the countries of Eastern Europe, they have
gradually squeezed free institutions to death.
\Vhere post-war chaos existed in industrialized nations, as in Western Europe, the
local Stalinists tried to gain power through
political processes, politically-inspired strikes,
and every available means for subverting free
institutions to their evil ends.
\Vhere conditions permitted, the Soviet
mlers have stimulated and aided armed insurrection by communist-led revolutionary.
forces, as in Greece, Indo-China, the Philippines, and China, or outright aggression by
one of their satellites, as in Korea.
Where the forces of nationalism, independence, and economic change were at work
throughout the great sweep of Asia and
Africa, the communists tried to identify
themselves with the cause of progress, tried
to picture themselves as the friends of freedom and advancement-surdy one of the
most cynical efforts of which history offers
record.
Thus, everywhere in the free \vorld, the
communists seek to fish in troubled waters,
to seize more countries, to enslave more millions of human souls. They were, and are,
ready to ally themselves with any group,
from the extreme left to the extreme right,
that offers them an opportunity to advance
their ends.
Geography gives them a central position.
They are both a European and an Asian
II20
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power, with border' to:.:~hing m::.:1y of the
most sensitive and Yitd areas in th~ free
world around them. Sr) situa~d, they can
use their armies and their ecc:-:0::~ic power
to set up simultaneousiy a \v!-iol:: series of
threats-or inducements-to such widely
dispersed places as \Vcsce:n Gec-m.:;.ny, Iran,
and Japan. These pressures and ::.:tractions
c:1n be sustained at will, or quickly shifted
from place to place.
Thus the communist rulers are moving,
with implacable will, to create gre:1ter
strength in their vast empire, and to create
\veakness and division in the free world; ·
preparing for the time their false creed
teaches them must come: the time when t.b:
whole world outside r..\eir sway will be so
torn by strife and contradictions that it will
be ripe for the communist plucking.
This is the heart of the distorted Marxist
interpretation of history. This is the glas;
through which Moscow and Peiping look
out upon the world, the glass through which
they see the rest of us. They seem really
to belie\'e that history is on their side. And
they are trying to boost "history" along, at
every opportunity, in eYery way they can.
I have set forth here the nature of the
communist menace confronting our Republic and the vvhole free world. This is the
measure of the challenge we have faced since
World W:1r II-a challenge partly military
and partly economic, partly moral and partly
intellectual, confronting us at e\·ery level of
human endeavor and all around the world.
It has been and must be Ll-te free world's
purpose not only to organize defenses against
aggression and subversion, not only to build
a structure of resistance and sah·ation for
the community of nations outside the iron
curtain, but in addition to gi\·e expression
and opportunity to the forces of grm"-th and
-progress in the free v;orld, to so organize
and unify the cooperatiYe community of free
men that we will not crumble but grow
stronger over the years, and the Soviet
empire, not the free \Yodd, will eventually
have to change its ways or fall.
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Our \\·h,k program ot :~ction to carry out
this purpose has been clirected to meet two
requirements .
The first of these bd to do with security.
Li:Zc th~ pioneers who settled this great
continem of ours, we have had to carry a
musket while we went about our peaceful .
business. \Ve realized that if we and our
allies did not have military strength to meet
rh:: growing Soviet milit:1ry threat, we would
never have the opportunity to carry forward
our efforts to build a peaceful world of law
and order-the only em·ironment in which
our free institutions could survive and
flourish.
Did this mean we had to drop everything
else and concentrate on armies and weapons?
Of course it did not: side-by-side with thiS
urgent military requirement, we had to
continue to help create conditions of economic and social progress in the world.
This work had to be carried forward alongside the first, not only in order to meet the
non-military aspects of the communist drive
for power, but also because this creative
effort towJrd human progress is essential to
bring about the kind of world we as free
men want to live in.
These two requirements-military security and human progress--:tre more closely
related in action than we sometimes recognize. 1Iilitary security depends upon a
strong economic underpinning and a stable
and hopeful political order; conversely, the
confidence that makes for economic and
political progress · does not thrive in areas
that are vulnerable to military conquest.
These requirements are related in another
\•:ay. Both of them depend upon unity of
;,~tion among the free nations of the world.
This, indeed, has been the foundation of
our whole effort, for the drawing together
of the free people of the world has become
a condition essential not only to their
!'ro;:ress, but to their surYival as free people.
This is the comiction that underlies all the
,:cps we h:~ve been taking to strengthen anJ
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unify the free mtions Juring the p::st se·:::-n.
years.
\Vhat have these steps been? First of aU,
how have we gone about meeting the rc:q c:::-ement of providing for our security agai:1st
this world-wide challenge?
Our starting point, as I have s:1id on ffi::l:l)'
occasions, has been anJ remains the United
Nations.
We were prepared, and so were the ot..~er
nations of the free world, to place our reliance
on the machinery of the United Nations to
safeguard peace. But before the United );ations could give full expression to the concept of international security embod!ed in
the Charter, it was essential that the fise perm:~nent members of the Security Council
honor their solemn pledge to cooperate to
that end. This the Soviet Union has not
done.
I do not need to outline here the dreary
record of Soviet obstruction and veto and the
unceasing efforts of the Soviet representatives to sabotage the United Nations. It is
important, however, to distinguish clearly
between the principle of collective security
embodied in the Charter and the mechanisms
of the United Nations to give that principle
effect. \Ve must frankly recognize that the
Soviet Union has been able, in certain instances, to stall the machinery of collective
security. Yet it has not been able to impair
the principle of collective security. The free
nations of the world have retained their allegiance to that idea. Tney have found d1e
means to act despite the Soviet vero, both
through the United Kations itsel£ and
through the application of this principle in
regional and other security arrangements that
are fully in harmony with the Charter and
give expression to its purposes.
The free \Yorld reft:>~d to resign ·itself to
collective suicide merely because of the
technicality of a Soviet veto.
The principle of col!ectiYe measures to
forestall aggression has found expressio~ in
the Treaty of Rio de Janeiro, the :"orth
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Atlantic Treaty, now cxtcnd·:d to i<1clude
Greece :md T t:rkty, :md the sc\·-:ral treaties
v:e h:n-e C\'f!dnlcd to reinforce secarity in
tk: Pacific arc::!.
But the free nations have not this time
fallen prey to the dangerous illusion tbt
treaties alone will stop ::m agciressor. By a
series of vi,;orous actions, as varied as the
nature of the tbeat, the free nations h:n·e
successfully thw:rrted aggression or the
threat of agt;<ession in many different parts
of the world.
·
Our country has led or supported these collective measures. The aid we have given to
people determined to act in defense of their
freedom has often spelled the difference between success and failure.
We all know \vhat we have done, and I
sh:lll not re\·iew in detail the steps we have
taken. Each major step was a milepost in the
developing unity, strength and resolute will
of the free nations.
The first >sas the determined and successful effort made through the United Nations
to safegua;:d the integrity and i.'ldependence
of Iran in 1945 and 1946.
Next was our aid and support to embattled Grt:c:~c, which enabled her to defeat the
forces thre:ltening her national independence.
In Turkey, cooperative action resulted in
building up a bulwark of military strength
for an area Yital to u.;e defenses of the entire
free world.
In 1949, we began furnishing military
aid to our partners in the North Atlantic
Community and to a number of other free
countries.
The So·.-iet Union's threats against Germany and J:rpan, its neighbors to the \Vest
and to the East, have been successfully withstood. Free Germany is on its way to becoming a member of the peaceful community
of nations, and a partner in the common
defense. The SoYict effort to capture Berlin by bfo,:kade was thwarted by the courageous Allied airlift. An independent and
democratic J:1pan has been brought back into
the community of free nations.
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imperi3!ism h:l\·e rt."!·:hcd h::~,;f:ts o£ Yrolence unm:1tchcd els,;·::her..:-;:c:-,~ the problem of concerted :1cti0n by t\:: ~rce mtior.s
has b~en at once more :1c.~:e :wei mo~e
difficult.
Here, in spite of outside :1::: :l".d supp·Jrt,
the free goYernmcn: of Chi;:-;a succumbed
to the communist assault. Oc:r :::id has tnabled the free Chinese to rel:>:.rild and
strengthen their forces on t}Je island of
Formosa. In other areas of the Far Eastin Indo-China, Malaya, and the Philippines-our assistance has helped sustain a
staunch resistance against cor:!munist insurrectionary attacks.
The supreme test, up to this point, of the
will and determination. of the free nations
carne in Korea, when communist forces
invaded the Republic of Korea, a state that
was in a special sense under th::: protection
of the United Nations. The response was
immediate and resolute. Under our military leadership, the free nations for the fim
time took up arms, collectively, to repel
aggression.
Aggression was repelled, driven back,
punished. Since that time, communist
strategy has seen fit to prolong the conffict,
in spite of honest efforts by the United
Nations to reach an honorable t.--uce. The
months of deadlock ha\·e demonstrated that
the communists cannot achie\-e by persistence, or by diplomatic trickery, what they
failed to achieve by sneak attack. Korea
has demonstrated that the free world has
the will and the endurance to match L~e
communist effort to o·;erthro·,y i;1:ernational
order through local aggressio!!.
It has been a bitter stru::!e :md it has
cost us much in ka~·e lives ~;c! hum:m suffering, but it has m:tde it plain that the
free nations will .fight side by side, that
they will not wccum~ to :tgg~e-sion or intirnida~ion, one by one. This, in the final
analysis, is the only ';ray to h?.lr the communist dri·;e to world pov:-er.
At the heart of the free -,-_-crld's defense
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Harry S. Truman, I953
again the p::tth o£ risi~:,; prl•Jt.::cion, ~:,;~_;
incomes, rising stancLrds o£ E·:ing. T::,;
sc,:_, i'c>:;;essor of the 3tomic bomb. That
situation \vas changeU aln-:ost c·-:ern!g!-~: Cy
\'--·1; a great deterrent :mel protection in
the i\farshall Pbn; the people oE E·.1rope h:;.'-e
a renewed hope and vitality, z;1d the:: a~e
i';e!r.
But when the SO\·iets produced an atomic
able to carry a share of the military defen;e
exp~csion-as they were bound to do in
of the free world that woe1ld have be-::::1
time-we had to broaden the whole b:~sis
impossible a few years ago.
of our strength. \V e had to endeavor to
Now the countries of Europe are mo-.·ing
keep our lead in atomic weapons. \Ve had
rapidly towards political and ecocom:c
to strengthen our armed forces generally
unity, changing the map of Europe in mo:e
and to enlarge our productive cap:tcityhopeful ways th:tn it has been changed for
our mobilization base. Historically, it was
500 years. Customs unions, European ecothe Soviet atomic t.'=plosion in the fall of
nomic institutions like the Schuman Plan,
rg-}9, nine months bebre the aggression in .. the movement toward European pol!ticd
Korea, which stimubted the planning for
integration, the European Defense Commuour program of defense mobilization.
nity-all are signs of practical and effecti·;e
What we needed was not just a central
gro>vth toward greater common strengtn
force that could strike back against aggresand unity. The countries of \V estern
sion. \Ve also needed strength along the
Europe, including the free Republic of
outer edges of the free world, defenses for
Germany are working together, and the
our allies as well as fo: ourselves, strength to
whole free world is the gainer.
hold the line against attack as well as to
It sometimes happens, in the course of
redi:1~e.
history, that steps taken to meet an i:nme\Ve have made great progress en this
diate necessity serve an ultima~e purpose
task of building strong defenses. In the
greater than may be apparent at the ti."TTe.
bst two and one half years, we have more
This, I believe, is the meaning of what has
th:m doubled our own defenses, and we have
been going on in Europe under the th:-e::t
hdped to increase the protection of nearly
of aggression. The free nations there, wi:h
all the other free nations.
our help, have been drawing together
All the measures of collective security,
defense of their free institutions. b so
resistance to aggression, and the building of
doing, they have laid the foundations of a
defenses, constitute the first requirement for
unity that will endure as a m2.jor creati·;e
th:: survival and progress of the free world.
force beyond the exigencies of this period
But, as I have pointed out, they are interof history. 'vVe may, at this close ran.;:. s-e
\·:oren with the necessity of taking steps to
but dimly aware of the creati·:: surge tl-·.:;
c:-ea~e and maintain economic and socid
movement represents, but I bdieve it to be
progress in the free nations. There can be
of historic importance. I belien: its b::r:et::s
r.n militar;· strength except where there is
v:ill survive long after comm:.lnist tyr1:-•.::y
c.,, l~l·nic capacity to back it. There can
is nothing but an unhappy mesory.
', "'J freedom where there is economic
In Asia and Africa, the e~ononi: ar:c! Dcf,Jos o!' social collapse. For these reasons,
cial problems are different b>.!t r:o less t::-_:--:.::t.
'Y!c n::tional policy has included a v:icle
The:e hundreds of millions of reopl~ z.:e :n
r ~" ~;·.: o: economic measures.
ferment, exploding into the t\·:~nti::th ce~
! r. F mope, the grand design of the ~far
tury, thrusting toward equaliry and !n2~
·' :'! :'hn permitted the people of Brita!n
penclence and improvement i:1 the 1-:.:!:-:!
:•::.! ~r: 1 ncc :md It;1h· :1ncl a h::df dozt:n o:he~
conditions of theirhes.
•'! ~:r:es, with h·:Ip f[l)m the United S•Jtes,
PoEtic:~lly, economicall~·· soci<h·. ~o::r:_z;
> H-t themselves from sta;.;nation and find
cannc·t ~nd \vill not stay ~n their r~~-·:."':.:-

i< th;: rrilitary stren:;th of the UI1ited States.
r:w,:1 I9.f5 to 19-}'), the United States was
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rno!d in Afrio and Asia. Change must
cc:ne-is coa~ir:g--fast. Just in the year5 I
h:we been Pr..:,;dc:nt, I:! free nations, with
more th:~n 6oo million people, haYe become
independ~<J.t: Eerma, Indonesia, the Philippines, Ko<e<>., Israd, Libya, India, Pakistan
and Cey\•n, :md the three Associated States
of Indo-Chi;u, now members of the French
Union. These names alone are testimony to
the sv;eep of the great force which is changing the face of half the world.
\\rorking out new relationships among the
peoples of the free world would not be easy
in the best of times. Even if there were no
Communist dr!-.-e for expansion, there would
be hard and complex problems of transition
from old social forms, old political arrangements, old economic institutions to the new
ones our century demands-problems of
guiding change into constructive channels, of
helping new nations grow strong and stable.
But now, with the Soviet rulers striving to
exploit this ferrnent for their own purposes,
the task has become harder and more
urgent-terribly urgent.
In this situation, we see the meaning and
the importance of the Point IV program,
through which we can share our store of
know-how and of capital to help these people
develop their economies and reshape their
soci.::ties. As we help Iranians to raise more
grain, Indians to reduce the incidence of
malaria; Liberians to educate their children
better, we are at once helping to ans;ver the
desires of the people for advancement, and
demonstrating the superiority of freedom
over communism. There will be no quick
solution for any of the difficulties of the new
nations of Asia and Africa-but there may be
no solution at all if we do not press forward
with full energy to help these countries grow
anti flourish in freedom and in cooperation
\Vith the rest of the free world.
Our measures of economic policy have already had a tremendous effect on the course
of events. Eight years ago, the Kremlin
thought post-war collapse in \Vestern Europe
and Japan-with economic dislocation in
.-\merica-mi.r:ht ~ive them the s!~nal to ad-

•

vance. \Ve dcmonstr:t:ecl they '::ere wron.;.
Now they wait w·ith hc,?e tha: tb_e economic:

recovery of the frc:e wodd has >~t the stage
for violent and disastrous ri \·:Ur:; among the
economically dcvdopeJ nations, struggling
for each other's m;trkets and a ~:eater share
of trade. Here is another tc;;: that we shall
have to meet and master in the years immediately ahead. And it will take great ingenuity and effort-and much time-before
we prove the Kremlin wrong again. But we
can do it. It is true tr."'-lat economic recovery
presents its problems, as does economic
decline, but they are problem; of another
order. They are the problem.; of distributing abund;mce fairly, and they can be solved
by the process of international cooperation
that has already.brought us so hr.
These are the measures we must continue.
This is the path we must follow. \Ve must
go on, working with our free associates,
building an international structure for military defense, and for economic, social, and
political progress. \Ve must be prepared for
war, because war may be thrust upon us.
But the stakes in our search fo~ peace are
immensely higher· than they have ever been
before.
For now we have entered the atomic age,
and war has undergone a teu.'uwlogical
change which makes it a very different thing
from what it used to be. \Var to cay between
the Soviet empire and the free nat!ons might
dig the grave not only of our Stalinist opponents, but of our own society, our world
as well as theirs.
This transformation has been brought to
pass in the seven years from Alamogordo to
Eniwetok. It is only seven years, but the
new force of atomic energy has t:lrned the
world into a very different kind of place.
Science and technology ha'.-e •.•:orked so
fast that war's new meaning may not yet
be grasped by all the peoples ~~-ho would
be its victims; nor, perhaps, by the rulers in
the Kremlin. But I ha·:::: been President of
the United States, thes:: se\'Cn ye:;rs, responsible for the dcci<ions ·c.-hich ha'>e brought
our science and our c:!gmc:e~m; to their
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present place. I know what this develop.-n.:nt means now. I know something of
wktt it will come to mean in the future.
7
'\\ e
in this Government realized, even
before the first successful atomic explosion,
that this new force spelled terrible danger
for all m:mkind unless it were brought under
international control. \Ve promptly advanced proposals in the United Nations to
take this new source of energy out of the
arena of national rivalries, to make it impossible to use it as a weapon of war. These
p:-oposah, so pregnant with benefit for all
humanity, were rebuffed by the rulers of
the Soviet Union.
The language of science is universal, the
movement of science is always forward into
the unknown. \Ve could not assume that
the So\·iet Union \vould not develop the
same weapon, regardless of all our precautions, nor that there were not other and
even more terrible means of destruction
lying in the unexplored field of atomic
energy.
\Ve had no alternative, then, but to press
on, to probe the secrets of atomic power to
the uttermost of our capacity, to maintain,
if we could, our initial superiority in the
atomic. field. At the same time, we sought
persistently for some avenue, some formula,
for reaching an agreement with the Soviet
rulers that would place this new form of
power under effective restraints-that would
guarantee no nation would use it in war.
I do not have to recount here the proposals
,,.c made, the steps taken in the United
:'\:nions, striving at least to open a way to
ulti:nate agreement. I hope and believe
that w<:: will continue to make these efforts
s.) long as there is the slightest possibility
of pro::;ress. All civilized nations are agreed
on the: urgency of the problem, and have
>lw·sn their willingness to agree on effecti\·e
mc:::1sctres of control-all save the Soviet
Cnion and its s::ttellites. But they haYe
rcj·.·cred every reasonable proposal.
\!c::l'w:hi!e, the progress of scientific ext···r::·:l:·;,r has outrun our expectations.
.\· .. .,,i,· :;~ic:nce is in the full tide of dcYelop·
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ment; the unfolding of the innerr.wst secrets
of matter is uninterrupted and irresistible .
Since Alamogordo we ha·;e develo?ed
atomic weapons with many times the explosive force of the early models, and we
have produced them in substantial quantities. And recently, in the thermonuclear
tests at Eniwetok, we have entered another
stage in the worldshaking development· of
atomic energy. From now on, man moves
into a new era of destructive power, capable
of creating explosions of a new order of
magnitude, dwarfing the mushrcom clouds
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
\Ve have no reason to think that the stage
we have now reached in the release of atomic
energy will be the last. Indeed, the speed
of our scientific and technical progress over
the last seven years shows no signs of abating. ·we are being hurried forward, in our
mastery of the atom, from one disco\·ery
to another, toward yet unforeseeable peaks
of destructive power.
Inevitably, until we can reach international agreement, this is the path we must
follow. And we must realize that no advance we make is unattainable by others,
that no advantage in this race can be more
than temporary.
The war of the future would be one iri
which man could extinguish millions of li\·es
at one blow, demolish the great cities of the
world, wipe out the cultural achievements
of the past-and destroy th~ very structure
of a civilization that has been slowly and
painfully built up through hundreds o::
generations.
Such a war is not a possible policy for
rational men. '\Ve know this, bcrt \Ve c!are
not assume that others would not yield to
the temptation science is now placing in
their hands.
\Vith that in mind, there is something
I would say, to St::tlin: You c!a!m belief in
Lenin's prophecy that one st::1ge in the c!::Ydopmer:t of communist soci.:ty wculd be •.·:;:;;between your world and ours. But L~nt:!
\\'as a pre-atomic man, who •;ie•.,·cd sc-::e:-:;·
and hio;tory with pre-atomi.: e\·es. S--;::-c::
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t~::n:; profounJ h.~.s ho.ppcnc::l s!r~.:~ he \Vrote.
\T.'.:'.r h~1s chau~cd i~s shape ~nL.1 i~s Jimens:o:-t. It cJr.t:c•t no\i" be a "st:~::;c" in the
d..:,dopmcr.t of :1r:.ythin6 save ruin for your
rc·gime :1nd ycmr homeland.
I do not L:.o·;: h0w mu::h time may elapse
b~[ure the c0:nmenist rulers brir.g themsc!n:s to recognize this truth. But when
they do, they w:Il find us eager to reach
enclerstanJings that will protect the world
from the danger it bees today.
It is no wonder that some people wish
that we had never succeeded in splitting the
atom. But atomic power, like any other
force of nature, is not evil in itself. Properly used, it is an instrumentality for human
betterment. As a source of power, as a tool
of scientific inqu!ry, it has untold possibilities. 'We are already making good progress
in the constmctive use of atomic power.
\Ve could do much more if we were free
to concentrate on its peaceful uses exclusively.
Atomic power will be with us all the days
·of our lives. \Ye cannot legislate it out of
existence. \Ve cannot ignore the dangers
or r!Je benefits it offers.
I believe that man can harness the forces
of the atom to \VOrk for the improvement
of the lot of human beings everywhere.
That is our goal. As a nation, as a people,
we must understand this problem, we must
handle this new force wisely through our
. democratic processes. Above aU, we must .
strive, in all earnestness and good faith, to
bring it under effective international control. To do this will require much wisdom
and p:ltience and firmness. The awe-inspiring responsibility in this field now falls on
a new Administration and a new Congress.
I will give them my suppport, as I am sure
aU our citizens v.·il!, in whatever constructive
steps they may take to make this newest
of man's ci;scoYeries a source of good and
not of ultimate destritction.
\Ve cannot tell when or whether the attitude of the Soviet rulers may change. \Ve
do not know how long it may be before they
show a willingness to negotiate effective
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control of atomic cner;;: a:-!d }:.):w:-ab\e
settlements of other wr;:;d proble:::s. \Ve
cannot lllC15~lre how ccc~p-roc:~d 2.:-e the
Kremlin's iiinsions abo•.:t us. \':e c1n be
sure, hov.-ever, tlnt the rulers oi: the communist world will not chan:.:e tl:eir basic
objectives lightly o;- soon. ~
The communist rulers hare a s::nse of time
about u\esc things who!Iy unlike our own.
\Ve tend to divide our future in::o short
spans, like the two-year life of this Congress,
or the four years of the next Presidential
term. They seem to think and plan in
terms of generations. .\.r1d there is, therefore, no easy, short-run way to make them
see that their plans cannot pre\-ail.
This means there is ahead of us a long
hard test of strength and starnina, between
the free world and the communist domainour politics and our economy, our science
and technology against the best they can
do-our liberty against their sla\·ery-our
voluntary concert of free nations against
their forced amalgam of "people's republics"-our strategy against their strategyour nerve against their nerve.
Above all, this is a test of t.h.e will and
the steadiness of the people of the United
States.
There has been no challenge like this in
the history of our Republic. We are called
upon to rise to the occasion, as no people
before us .
What is required of us is not easy.. The
way we must learn to live, the v:orld \Ve
have to live in, cannot be so pleasant, safe or
simple as most of us have known before, or
confidently hoped to know.
Already we have had to sacrince a number of accustomed wavs of wo:-::ing- and of
living, much nervous' energy, ma;erial resources, even human life. Yet if o::1e thing
is certain in our future, it is u~2t more
sacrifice still lies ahe2.d.
\Vere we to grow discouraged now, \vere
we to weaken and slack off, the who!e structure we have built, these past ei:;ht years,
would come apart and fall a,,·ay. Never
then, no matter by wha: stringent means,

:-t::-;5 th2-t th~ co:m:uu1J1

toward the moment
and wait.
If we value our
life and want to see
the challenge and
stick to our guns
I have set out
see them, under
in.; in the world,
b:ts:c policies.
The answer, I
tinue to confound
our world grows
iron curtain, then
a tirne of change
world. We do not

i:1 consent.

Harry S. Tmman, 195:;
: ,_::,_: O'.:r frc:-:: world rc:gai:1 the ground, the
,:_ .~, th~ sheer mom~ntum, lost by such a

;::c: .-c.

Th.::rc can and should be changes

;;::c! i:npr~wcments in our programs, to meet

r:c :: sitt:J.tions, ser.·e new needs.

But to

co:<:·t the spirit of OL!r basic policies, to
s:~p

back from them now, would surely
srJrt the free \vorld's s!ide towarJ the darkr:css that the communists have prophe))iedtmord the moment for which they watch
and wait.
If we value our freedom and our way of
life and wantto see them safe, we must meet
the challenge and accept its implications,
s:ick to our guns and carry out our policies.
I h:tYe set out the bsic conditions, as I
see them, under which we have been working in the world, and the nature of our
b:tsic policies. vVhat, then, of the future?
The answer, I belieYe, is this: As we continue to confound Soviet expectations, as
our \vorld grows stronger, more united,
more attractive to men on both sides of the
ito:-: curtain, then ine\·itably there will come
a time of change within the communist
world. \Ve do not know how that change
wiU come about, whether by deliberate decisi~m in the Kremlin, by coup d'etat, by revo!mion, by defection of satellites, or perhaps
by some unforeseen combination of factors
su-:h as these.
But if the communist rulers understand
they cannot win by \var, and if we frust<Jte their attempts -to -.,vin by sub\·ersion,
it i; not too much to expect their world to
,;\nnge its char::tcter, moderate its aims, beCQ:r.e more realistic and less implacable, and
r~cede from the cold war they began.
Do not be deceived by the strong face,
tL look of monolithic power that the comc.:-..::1 i,t dictators wear bdo::e the outside
•::,):-' d. Remember their power has no b::tsis
::-~ cor.s~nt. Remember they arc so afraid
'· c th~ f::ee v:orld's ideas ::md ways of life,
:l<; do no: c1are to let their people kr.ow
<.,~'-'t them. Think c,f the m~s.;ive effort
:: '~:- puc fod: to try to S'up our Campaign
' · Tru~h frn:n rcachin~ t~cir people with
':: ·>::s,:::;.:c of freedom.

J ~n . "I
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The masters of the Kremlin !i·:e m ~~a;:
their po·,ver and pusition would cob: ;;se
were their own p::ople to .require knowled:;e,
information, c:omprchension abou~ our rrec
society. Their world has many elements of
str::ngth, but this oae fatal flaw: the ,;.-eakness represented by their iron curtain and
their police state. Surely, a social order a:
once so insecure and so fearful, must ultimately lose its competition with our free
society.
Provided just one thing-and this I urge
you to consider carefully-provided that u.~e
free world retains the confidence and the
determination to· outmatch the best our
adversary can accomplish and to det~on
strate for uncertain millions on both sides
of the iron curtain the superiority of the
free way of life.
'I11at is the test upon all the free nations;
upon none more than our own Republic.
Our resources are equal to the task. \Ve
have the industry, the skills, the basic economic strength. Above all, we have the
vigor of free men in a free society. \Ve
have our liberties. And ·while \Ye keep
them, while we retain our democratic faith,
the ultimate advantage in this hard competition lies with us, not with the communists.
But there are. some things that could shift
the advantage to their side. One of t.i:te
things that could defeat us is fear-fear of
the task we face, fear of adjusting to it, fe2r
that breeds more fear, sapping our faith, corroding our liberties, turning citizen against
citizen, aliy against a!ly. Fear could sn:~ch
away t.i:te very ya!ues we are scri\·ing to
defend.
Already the danger sigmls ha·:e gone up.
Already the corrosive p:-o~ess h::s be;;•.!n.
And e\·ery dimin".!tion of om tolerance, e2:I~
new act of enforced confGrmity. e::ch ~~~~
accusation, each demonstration of hyste~i~,
each new restrictive law-is one more s:;;,
that we can lose the b::trtle against fe~~The communists cannot deprin: us cE c:r
liberties-fear can. The commt!.-tisr;; c::-!·
not stamp out our faith in h•.1ma:1 cligr:~:-::-.
fear c~n. -Fe~1r is ~n cn~tnv "~.-i:hin c::~-
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seln:·s, and if we do not root it out, it may
J.::·'~oy the very way of life we are so anxious
to protect.

To beat ba..:k fear, we must hold fast to
our heritage as free men. \Ve must renew
our confidence in one another, our tolerance,
our sense of being neighbors, fellow citizens.
\Ve must take our stand on the Bill of
Rights. The inquisition, the star chamber,
have no place in a free society.
Our ultimate strength lies, not alone in
arms, but in the sense of moral values and
moral truths that give meaning and vitality
to the purposes of free people. These values
are· our faith, our inspiration, the source
of our strenzth and our indomitable
determination.
\Ve face h:~rd tasks, great dangers. But
we are Americans and we have faced hardships and uncertainty before, we have adjusted before to changing circumstances.
Our whole history has been a steady training for the work it is now ours to do.
No one can lose heart for the task, none
can lose faith in our free ways, who stops
to remember where \Ve began, what we have
sought, and what accomplished, all together
as Americans.
I have lived a long time and seen much
happen in our country. And I know out
of my own experience, that we can do what
must be done.
\Vhen I think back to the country I grew
up in-and then look at what our country
has become-! am quite certain that having
done so much, we can do more.
After all, it has been scarcely fifteen years
since most Americans rejected out-of-hand
the wise counsel that aggressors must be
"quarantined". The very concept of col-

lective security, the
our actions no\v,

fo:1ndario~>s:o:1c:
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th~n stra::be doctrine,

shunned and set aside. Talk abGut adapting; talk about adjustinz; tal',: abouc responding as a people to the challenge of ch:mged
times and circumstances-there has never
been a more spectacular example than this
great change in America's outlook on the
world.
Let all of us pause now, think back, consider carefully the meaning of our national·
experience. Let us draw comfort from it
and faith, and confidence in our future as
Americans.
The N::ttion's business is ne\·er finished.
The basic questions we have been dealing
with, these eight years past, present diemselves anew. That is the way of our society.
Circumstances change and current questions
take on different forms, new complications,
ye:tr by year. But underneath, the great
issues remain the same-prosperity. welfare,
human rights, effective democracy,· and
above all, peace.
Now we turn to the inaugural of our new
President. And in the great work he is
called upon to do he will ha,·e need for
the support of a united people, a confident
people, with firm faith in one :mother and
in our common cause. I pledge him my
support as a citizen of our Republic, and
I ask you to give him yours.
To him, to you, to all my fdlo\v· citizens,
I say, Godspeed.
May God bless our country and our cause.
H-I.RRY

s. TRUMAN

NOTE: The President's mess2ge was :eaci aloud by
clerks in both Houses of Co:::gress z.::~d •.•:.15 broadcast to foreign countries.

367 Annual Budget 1fessage to the Congress: Fiscal Year I95+
January 9, 1953
To the Congress of the United States:
I am transmitting, with this :'-.fessage, the
r:uc!~ct of tho:: United States Go-.ernment
fnr the fiscal ye.u ending June 30, I95,1·

This Budget represents
to the amount of funds
forw:1rd our programs to:welfare of our people and

my iu...!:;ment as
neeced to carry
the se:t.:rity :1ncl
for '.':,x:d reac~.
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I: is ~used, like all
r~-: .wus ye:trs,
Go·,··~rr:ment should
\':h:J.~ ;.; essential
i·~
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there is one
this Budget and
In preYious years,
included the cost
I recommended

r\:w authority to i
Exr~ndimn.:s . . .
R~:::rcs (u~.J~r cxi
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Harry S. Truman, 1953
r.t:,:,·s conference, his ''budget setninar" of January
S. 1953, was not transcrib~d by the White House
Ot:ici31 Reporter. The tape recording is incom·

plete and the voices are not ahnys audible. The
conference, therefore, has not been induded in th:s
volume.]
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378 The President's Farewell Address to the American People.
January 15, 1953
[ Broadcast from his office in the \Vhite House at

My fellow Americans:
I am happy to have this opportunity to
talk to you once more before I leave the
White House.
Next Tuesday, General Eisenhower will
be inaugurated as President of the United
States. A short time after the new President
takes his oath of office, I will be on the train
going back home to Independence, Missouri.
I will once again be a plain, private citizen
of this great Republic.
·
That is as it should be. Inauguration Day
will be:: a great demonstration of our demo·
cratic process. I am glad to be a part of itglad to wish General Eisenhower all possible
success, as he begins his term-glad the
whole world will have a chance to see how
simply and how peacefully our American
syste:n transfers the vast power of the Presi·
dency from my hands to his. It is a good
object lesson in democracy. I am very
proud of it. . And I know you are, too.
During the last 2 months I have done
my best to make this transfer an orderly one.
I have talked with my successor on the af.
fairs of the country, both foreign and domestic, and my Cabinet officers have talked with
their successors. I want to say that General
Eisenhower and his associates have co·
operated fully in this effort. Such an orderly
transfer from one party to another has never
t;:ken place before in our history. I think
.t real precedent has been set.
In speaking to you tonight, I have no new
revelations to make-no political state·
ments-no t1olicy announcements. There
are simply a few things in my heart that I
\Vant to say to you. I want to say "goodby"
~nrl "th,,nks for your help." And I want to

10:30

p.m. ]

talk to you a little while about what has
happened since I became your President.
I am speaking to you from the room where
I have worked since April 12, 1945. This is
the President's office in the West \Ving of
the White House. This is the desk where
I have signed most of the papers that embodied the decisions I have made as President. It has been the desk of many Presidents, and will be the desk of many more.
Since I became President, I have been to
Europe, Mexico, Canada, Brazil, Puerto Rico,
and the Virgin Islands-\Vake Island and
Hawaii. I have visited almost every State in
the Union. I have traveled 135,000 miles
by air, 77,ooo by rail, and 1j,ooo by ship.
But the mail always followed me, and wherever I happened to be, that's where the office
of the President was.
The greatest part of the President's job is
to make decisions-big ones and small ones,
dozens of them almost every day. The papers may circulate around the Government
for a while but they finally reach this desk.
And then, there's no place else for them to
go. The President-whoever he is-has to
decide. He can't pass the buck to anybody.
No one else can do the deciding for him.
That's his job.
That's what I've been doing here in this
room, for almost S years. And over in the
main part of the \Vhite House, there's a
study on the second floor-a room much
like this one-where I have \vorked at night
and early in the morning on the papers I
couldn't get to at the office.
Of course, for more than 3 years ;\frs. Truman and I were not living in the \Yhite
House. \Ve were across the street in the
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Blair House. That was when the White
House almost fell down on us and had to be
rebuilt. I had a study over at the Blair
House, too, but living in the Blair House
was not as convenient as living in the \Vhite
House. The Secret Service wouldn't let me
walk across the street, so I had to get in a
car every morning to cross the street to the
\Vhite House office, again at noon to go to
the Blair House for lunch, again to go back
to the office after lunch, and finally take an
automobile at night to return to the Blair
House. Fantastic, isn't it? But necessary,
so my guards thought-and they are the
bosses on such matters as that.
Now, of course, we're back in the White
House. It is in very good condition, and
General Eisenhower will be able to take up
his residence in the house and work right
here. That will be much more convenient
for him, and I'm very glad the renovation
job was all completed before his term began.
Your new President is taking office in
quite different circumstances than when I
became President 8 years ago. On April 12,
1945, I had been presiding over the Senate
in my capacity as Vice President. When the
Senate recessed about 5 o'clock in the afternoon, I walked over to the office of the
Speaker of the House, Mr. Rayburn, to discuss pending legislation. As soon as I arrived, I was told that Mr. Early, one of
President Roosevelt's secretaries, wanted me
to call. I reached Mr. Early, and he told me
to come to the White House as quickly as
possible, to enter by way of the Pennsylvania
Avenue entrance, and to come to Mrs.
Roosevelt's study.
\Vhen I arrived, Mrs. Roosevelt told me
the tragic news, and I felt the shock that all
of you felt a little later-when the word
came over the radio and appeared in the
newspapers. President Roosevelt had died.
I offered to do anything I could for Mrs.
Roosevelt, and then I asked the Secretary of
State to call the Cabinet together.
At 7:09 p.m. I was sworn in as President
by Chief Justice Ston:.: in the Cabinet Room.
Things were happening fast in those days .
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The San Francisco conference to organize
the United Nations had been called for April
25th. I was asked if that meeting would
go forward. I announced that it would.
That was my first decision.
After attending President Roosevelt's funeral, I went to the Hall of the House of
Representatives and told a joint session of
the Congress that I would carry on President
Roosevelt's policies.
On May 7th, Germany surrendered. The
announcement was made on :\1ay 8th, my
6rst birthday.
Mr. Churchill called me shortly after that
and wanted a meeting with me and Prime
Minister Stalin of Russia. Later on, a meeting was agreed upon, and Churchill, Stalin,
and I met at Potsdam in Germany.
Meanwhile, the first atomic explosion took
place out in the New Mexico desert.
The war against Japan >vas still going on.
I made the decision that the atomic bomb
had to be used to end it. I made that decision in the conviction it would save hundreds of thousands of li\·es-Japanese as well
as American. Japan surrendered, and we
were faced with the huge problems of bringing the troops home and reconverting the
economy from war to peace.
All the~e things happened within just a
little over 4 months-from April to August
1945· I tell you this to illustrate the tremendous scope of the work your President has
to do.
And all these emergencies and all the developments to meet them haYe required the
President to put in long hours-usually 17
hours a day, with no payment for overtime.
I sign my name, on the average, 6oo times a
day, see and talk to hundreds of people every
month, shake hands with thousands every
year, and still carry on the business of the
largest going concern in the whole world.
There is no job like it on the face of the
earth-in the power v:hich is concentrated
here at this desk, and in the responsibility
and difficulty of the decisions.
I want all of you to realize how big a job,
how hard a job, it is-not for my sake, be-
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Harry S. Truman, 1953
cause I am stepping out of it-but for the
sake ot my successor. He needs the understanding and the help of every citizen. It is
not enough for you to come out once every
-! years and vote for a candidate, and then
go back home and say, "Well, I've done my
part, now let the new President do the
v.wrying." He can't do the job alone.
Regardless of your politics, whether you
are Republican or Democrat, your fate is tied
up with what is done here in this room.
The President is President of the whole
country. \Ve must give him our support as
citizens of the United St::tes. He will have
mine, and I want you to give him yours.
I suppose that history will remember my
term in office as the years when th~ "cold
war" began to overshadow our lives. I have
had hardly a day in office that has not been
dominated by this all-embracing strugglethis conflict between those who love freedom and those who would lead the world
back into slavery and darkness. And always in the background there has been the
atomic bomb.
But when history says that my term of
office saw the beginning of the cold war, it
will also say that in those 8 years we have
set the course that can win it. We have
succeeded in carving out a new set of policies
to attain peace-positive policies, policies of
world leadership, policies that express faith
in other free people. \Ve have averted world
war III up to now, and we may already have
succeeded in establishing conditions which
can keep that war from happening as far
ahead as man can see.
These are great and historic achievements
tk>t we can all be proud of. Think of the
difference between our course now and our
coarse 30 years ago. After the First \Vorld
\Var we withdrew from world affairs-we
failed to act in concert with other peoples
against aggression-we helped to kill the
League of Nations-and we built up tariff
barriers that strangled world trade. This
time, we avoided those mistakes. \Ve helped
co found and sustain the United Nations.
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\Ve have welded alliances that include the
greater part of the free world. And we have
gone ahead with other free countries to help
build their economies and link us all together in a healthy \vorld trade.
Think back for a moment to the 193o's
and you will see the difference. The Japanese moved into Manchuria, and free men
did not act. The Fascists moved into
Ethiopia, and we did not act. The Nazis
marched into the Rhineland, into Austria,
into Czechoslovakia, and free men were
paralyzed for lack of strength and unity and
will.
Think about those years of weakness and
indecision, and the World \Var II which was
their evil result. Then think about the
speed and courage and decisiveness with
which we have moved against the Communist threat since \Vorld War II.
The first crisis came in I945 and I9-f6,
when the Soviet Union refused to honor its
agreement to remove its troops from Iran.
Members of my Cabinet came to me and
asked if we were ready to take the risk that
a firm stand involved. I replied that we
were. So we took our stand-we made it
clear to the Soviet Union that we expected
them to honor their agreement-and the
Soviet troops were withdrawn from Iran.
Then, in early I947, the Soviet· Union
threatened Greece and Turkey. The British
sent me a message saying they could . no
longer keep their forces in that area. Something had to be done at once, or the eastern
Mediterranean would be taken over by the
Communists. On March 12th, I went before the Congress and stated our determination to help the people of Greece and Turkey
maintain their independence.
Today,
Greece is still free and independent; and
Turkey is a bulwark of strength at a strategic
corner of the world.
Then came the 1·farshall plan which
saved Europe, the heroic Berlin airlift, and
our military aid programs.
\Ve inaugurated the 1'\orth Atlantic Pact,
the Rio Pact binding the Western He~i-
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sphere together, and the defense pacts with
countries of the Far Pacific.
Most import:mt of all, we acted in Korea.
I was in Independence, Missouri, in June
1950, when Secretary Acheson telephoned
me and gave me the news about the invasion of Korea. I told the Secretary to lay
the matter at once before the United Nations,
and I came on back to \Vashington.
Flying back over the flatlands of the Middle \Vest and over the Appalachians that
summer afternoon, I had a lot of time to
think. I turned the problem over in my
mind in many \vays, but my thoughts kept
coming back to the 193o's-to Manchuria,
to Ethiopia, the Rhineland, Austria, and
finally to Munich.
Here was history repeating itself. Here.
was another probing action, another testing
action. If we let the Republic of Korea go
und:-r, some other country would be next,
and then another. And all the time, the
courage and confidence of the free world
would be ebbing away, just as it did in the
193o's. And the United Nations would go
the way of the League of Nations.
When I reached \Vashington, I met immediately with the Secretary of State, the
Secretary of Defense, and General Bradley,
and the other civilian and military officials
who had information and advice to hdp me
deciJe on what to do. We talked about the
problems long and hard. We considered
those problems very carefully.
It was not easy to make the decision to send
American boys again into battle. I was a
soldier in the First \Vorld War, and I know
what a soldier goes through. I know well
the anguish that mothers and fathers and
families go through. So I knew what was
ahead if we acted in Korea.
But after all this was said, we realized that
the issue \-vas whether there would be fighting in a limited area now or on a much
larger scale later on--whether there would
be some casualties now or many more
casualties later.
So a decision was reached~the decision
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I believe was the most important in my time
as President of the United States.
In the days that followed, the most heartening fact was that the American people
clearly agreed with the decision.
And in Korea, our men are fighting as
valiantly as Americans have ever foughtbecause they know they are fighting in the
same cause of freedom in which Americans
have stood ever since the beginning of the
Republic.
Where free men had failed the test before,
this time we met the test.
We met it firm! y. We met it successful! y.
The aggression has been repelled. The
Communists have seen their hopes of easy
conquest go down the drain. The determination of free people to defend themselves has been made dear to the Kremlin.
As I have thought about our worldwide
struggle with the Communists these past 8
years-day in and day out-I have never
once doubted that you, the people of our
country, have the will to do what is necessary to win this terrible fight against communism. I know the people of this country
have that will and determination, and I
have always depended ~m it. Because I have
been sure of that, I have been able to make
necessary decisions even though they called
for sacrifices by all of us. And I have not
been wrong in my judgment of the American people.
That same assurance of our people's determination will be General Eisenhower's
greatest source of strength in carrying on this
struggle.
Now, once in a wh!le, I get a letter from
some impatient person asking, why don't we
get it over with? Why don't >ve issue an
ultimatum, make all-out war, drop the
atomic bomb?
For most Americans, the answer is quite
simple: We are not made that way. We
are a moral people. Peace is our goal, with
justice and freedom. We cannot, of our
own free will, violate the Yery principles
that we are striving to defend. The whole
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destiny of free men. \Vith patience and
purpose of what we arc doing is to prevent
courage, we shall some day move on into a
world war III. Starting a war is no way to
new era-a wonderful golden age-an age
make peace.
when we can use the peaceful tools that sciBut if anyone still thinks that just this
ence has forged for us to do away with
once, bad means can bring good ends, then
poverty and human misery everywhere on
let me remind you of this: \Ve are living in
earth.
the 8th year of the atomic age. \Ve are not
Think what can be done, once our capital,
the on! y nation that is learning to unleash the
our skills, our science-most of all atomic
power of the atom. A third world war
energy-can be released from the tasks of
might dig the grave not only of our Comdefense and turned wholly to peaceful purmunist opponents but also of our own
.
poses all around the world.
society, our world as well as theirs.
There is no end to what can be done.
Starting an atomic war is totally unthinkI can't help but dream out loud just a
able for rational men.
little here.
Then, some of you may ask, when and
The Tigris and Euphrates Valley can be
how will the cold war end? I think I can
made
to bloom as it did in the times of
answer that simply. The Communist world
Babylon
and Nineveh. Israel can be made
has great resources, and it looks strong. But
the country of milk and honey as it was in
there is a fatal flaw in their society. Theirs
the time of Joshua.
is a godless system, a system of slavery; there
There is a plateau in Ethiopia some 6,ooo
is no freedom in it,· no consent. The Iron
to
8,ooo feet high, that has 6s,ooo square
Curtain, the secret police, the constant
miles
of land just exactly like the corn belt
purges, all these are symptoms of a great
in northern Illinois. Enough food can be
basic weakness-the rulers' fear of their own
raised there to feed a hundred million
people.
people.
In the long run the strength of our free
There are places in South America-places
society, and our ideals, will prevail over a
in
Colombia and Venezuela and Brazilsystem that has respect for neither God nor
just
like that plateau in Ethiopia-places
man.
where food could be raised for millions of
Last week, in my State of the Union Mespeople.
sage to the Congress-and I hope you will
These things ca:n be done, and they are
all take the time to read it-I explained how
self-liquidating
projects. If we can get peace
I think we will finally win through.
and
safety
in
the
world under the United
As the free world grows stronger, more
Nations,
the
developments
will come so fast
united, more attractive to men on both sides
we will not recognize the world in ;vhich
of the Iron Curtain-and as the Soviet hopes
we now live.
for easy expansion are blocked-then there
This is our dream of the future--our picwill have to come a time of change in the
ture
of the world we hope to have when
Soviet world. Nobody can say for sure
the
Communist
threat is overcome.
when that is going to be, or exactly how it
I've
talked
a
lot
tonight about the menace
will come about, whether by revolution, or
of communism-and our fight against ittrouble in the satellite states, or by a change
because that is the overriding issue of our
inside the Kremlin.
time. But there are some other things we'ye
\Vhether the Communist rulers shift their
done that history will record. One of them
policies of their own free will--or whether
is that we in America have learned how to
the change comes about in some other wayattain real prosperity for our people.
I have not a doubt in the world that a change
We have 62 Yz million people at work.
will occur.
Businessmen, farmers, laborers, white-collar
l have a deep and abiding faith in the
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people, all h:tve better incomes and more of
the good things of life than ever before in
the history of the world.
There hasn't been a failure of an insured
bank in nearly 9 years. No depositor has
lost a cent in that period.
And the income of our people has been
fairly distributed, perhaps more so than at
any other time in recent history.
vVe have made progress in spreading the
blessings of American life to all of our people. There has been a tremendous awakening of the American conscience on the great
issues of civil rights-equal economic opportunities, equal rights of citizenship, and
equai educational opportunities for all our
people, whatever their race or religion or
status of birth.
So, as I empty the drawers of this desk,
and as Mrs. Truman and I leave the White
House, we have no regret. We feel we have
done our best in the public service. I hope
and believe we have contributed to the welfare of this Nation and to the peace of the

world.
\Vhen Franklin Roosevelt died, I felt there
must he a million men better qualified than
I, to take up the Presidential task. But the
work was mine to do, and I had to do it.
And I have tried to give it everything that
was in me.
Through all of it, through all the years
that I have worked here in this room, I have
been well aware I did not really work alonethat you were working with me.
No President could ever hope to lead our
country, or to sustain the burdens of this
office, save as the people helped with their
support. I have had that help-you have
given me that support-on all our great
essential undertakings to build the free
world's strength and keep the peace.
Those are the big things. Those are the
things we have done together.
For that I shall be grateful, always.
And now, the time has come for me to say
good night-and God bless you all.

379 Statement by the President Upon Issuing Order Setting Aside
Submerged Lands of the Continental Shelf as a Naval Petroleum
Reserve. January r6, 1953
I HAVE today issued an Executive order
setting aside the submerged lands of the
Continental Shelf as a naval petroleum
reserve, to be administered by the Secretary
of the Navy. The great oil and gas deposits
in these lands will be conserved and utilized
in order to promote the security of the Nation. This is an important step in the interest of the national defense.
The tremendous importance of oil to the
Government of the United States in these
times is difficult to overestimate.
The latest statistics indicate that, during
the year 1952, the domestic consumption of
petroleum products in the L'nited States
averaged about 7·3 million barrels per day.
A large part of that daily consumption of
petroleum products was attributable to
!202
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agencies of the Federal Government, particularly the three military departments of
the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force.
The domestic production of petroleum
during the year 1952, according to the latest
statistics, averaged about 6.8 million barrels
per day. It \viii be seen, therefore, that the
production of petroleum in the l:nited States
during 1952 fell far short of mee~ng the
consumption of petroleum products. This
deficit is expected to grow larger year by
year.
In Yiew of the great demand for oil by the
Government for defense our poses. it is of the
utmost importance that the ~·ast oil deposits
in the Continental Shelf, which are assets
of all the people of the Ur!ited St:tc.es, be conserYed and utilized for the national security.

l
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Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1960

drawn away from our constructive efforts into a mere sterile struggle with
the Communist bloc.
For the years that lie ahead, bound to be marked by grave and comple..x
problems but bearing bright promise of progress, I know we both believe
that the nation's best hope lies in continued pursuit of these objectiYes,
and we both pray that our country may continue to march successfully
toward them.
For your steady hand and wise counsel throughout our service together,
and for the privilege I have had of working with you in close association,
~ am deeply grateful.
You have my best wishes for happy years ahead for yourself and your
family.
With warm regard,
Sincerely,
DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER
NOTE: Mr. Herter served as Under Secre·
tary from February 2 r, 1957, to April 22,
1959, and as Secretary to January 20,

I 96 I.
His letter of resignation and his
report were released with the President's
reply.

4 I o fJl Annual Message to the Congress on the
StateoftheUnion. january 12,1961
To the Congress of the United States:
Once again it is my Constitutional duty to assess the state of the
lJnion.
On each such previous occasion during these past eight years I have
outlined a forward course designed to achieve our mutual objective-a
better America in a world of peace. This time my function is different.
The American people, in free election, have selected new leadership
which soon will be entrusted with the management of our government.
A new President shortly will lay before you his proposals to shape the
future of our great land. To him, every citizen, whatever his political
beliefs, prayerfully extends best wishes for good health and for wisdom
and success in coping with the problems that confront our Nation.
For my part, I should like, first, to express to you of the Congress, my
appreciation of your devotion to the common good and your friendship
over these difficult years. I will carry with me pleasant memories of this
9 13
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association in endea\·ors profoundly significant to all our people.
We have been through a lengthy period in which the control over the
executive and legislative branches of government has been divided between our two great political parties. Differences, of course, we have
had, particularly in domestic affairs. But in a united determination to
keep this Nation strong and free and to utilize our vast resources for
the advancement of all mankind, we have carried America to unprecedented heights.
For this cooperative achievement I thank the American people and
those in the Congress of both parties who have supported programs in
the interest of our country.
I should also like to give special thanks for the devoted service of
my associates in the Executive Branch and the hundreds of thousands of
career employees who have implemented our diverse government
programs.
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My second purpose is to review briefly the record of these past eight
years in the hope that, out of the sum of these experiences, lessons will
emerge that are useful to our Nation. Supporting this review are detailed reports from the several agencies and departments, all of which
are now or will shortly be available to the Congress.
Throughout the world the years since 1953 have been a period of
profound change. The human problems in the world grow more acute
hour by hour; yet new gains in science and technology continually extend
the promise of a better life. People yearn to be free, to govern themselves; yet a third of the people of the world have no freedom, do not
govern themselves. The world recognizes the catastrophic nature of
nuclear war; yet it sees the wondrouspotential of nuclear peace.
During the period, the United States has forged ahead under a constructive foreign policy. The continuing goal is peace, liberty, and wellbeing-for others as well as ourselves. The aspirations of all peoples
are one-peace with justice in freedom. Peace can only be attained
collectively as peoples everywhere unite in their determination that liberty
and well-being come to all mankind.
Yet while we have worked to advance national aspirations for freedom,
a divisive force has been at work to divert that aspiration into dangerous
channels. The Communist movement throughout the world exploits the
natural striving of all to be free and attempts to subjugate men rather
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than free them. These activities have caused and are continuing to
cause grave troubles in the world.
Here at home these have been times for careful adjustment of our
economy from the artificial impetus of a hot. war to constructive growth
in a precarious peace. While building a new economic vitality without
inflation, we have also increased public expenditures to keep abreast of
the needs of a growing population and its attendant new problems, as
well as our added international responsibilities. We have worked toward these ends in a context of shared responsibility--conscious of the
need for maximum scope to private effort and for State and local, as
well as Federal, governmental action.
Success in designing and executing national purposes, domestically
and abroad, can only come from a steadfast resolution that integrity in
the operation of government and in our relations with each other be
fully maintained. Only in this way could our spiritual goals be fully
advanced.
FOREIGN POLICY

On January 20, 1953, when I took office, the United States was at
war. Since the signing of the Korean Armistice in I953, Americans
have lived in peace in highly troubled times.
During the I956 Suez crisis, the United States government strongly
supported United Nations' action-resulting in the ending of the hostilities in Egypt.
Again in 1958, peace was presen·ed in the Middle East despite new
discord. Our government responded to the request of the friendly
Lebanese Government for military help, and promptly withdrew American forces as soon as the situation was stabilized.
In I958 our support of the Republic of China during the all-out
bombardment of Quemoy restrained the Communist Chinese from
attempting to invade the off-shore islands.
Although, unhappily, Communist penetration of Cuba is real and
poses a serious threat, Communist dominated regimes have been deposed in Guatemala and Iran. The occupation of Austria has ended
and the Trieste question has been settled.
Despite constant threats to its integrity, West Berlin has remained
free.
Important advances have been made in building mutual security
arrangements-which lie at the heart of our hopes for future peace and
60295-61-lll
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security in the world. The Southeast Asia Treaty Organization has been
established; the NATO alliance has been militarily strengthened; the
Organization of American States has been further developed as an instrument of inter-American cooperation; the Anzus treaty has strengthened
ties with Australia and New Zealand, and a mutual security treaty with
Japan has been signed. In addition, the CENTO pact has been concluded, and while we are not officially a member of this alliance ·we have
participated closely in its deliberations.
The "Atoms for Peace" proposal to the United Nations led to the
creation of the International Atomic Energy Agency. Our policy has
been to push for enforceable programs of inspection against surprise
attack, suspension of nuclear testing, arms reduction, and peaceful use
of outer space.
The United Nations has been vigorously supported in all of its actions,
including the condemnations of the wholesale murder of the people of
Tibet by the Chinese Communists and the brutal Soviet repression of the
people of Hungary, as well as the more recent UN actions in the Congo.
The United States took the initiative in negotiating the significant treaty
to guarantee the peaceful use of vast Antarctica.
The United States Information Agency has been transformed into a
greatly improved medium for explaining our policies and actions to
audiences overseas, answering the lies of communist propaganda, and
projecting a clearer image of American life and culture.
Cultural, technological and educational exchanges with the Soviet
Union have been encouraged, and a comprehensive agreement was made
which authorized, among other things, the distribution of our Russian
language magazine Arnerika and the highly successful American Exhibition in Moscow.
This country has continued to withhold recognition of Communist
China and to oppose vigorously the admission of this belligerent and
unrepentant nation into the United Nations. Red China has yet to
demonstrate that it deserves to be considered a "peace-loving" nation.
With communist imperialism held in check, constructive actions were
undertaken to strengthen the economies of free world nations. The
United States government has given sturdy support to the economic and
technical assistance activities of the UN. This country stimulated a
doubling of the capital of the World Bank and a so percent capital increase in the International Monetary Fund. The Denlopment Loan
gi6
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Fund and the International Development Association were established.
The United States also took the lead in creating the Inter-American
Development Banlc
Vice President Nixon, Secretaries of State Dulles and Herter and I
travelled extensively through the world for the purpose of strengthening
the cause of peace, freedom, and international understanding. So rewarding were these visits that their very success became a significant factor
in causing the Soviet Union to wreck the planned Summit Conference of
1960.
These vital programs must go on. New tactics will have to be developed, of course, to meet new situations, but the underlying principles
should be constant. Our great moral and material commitments to collective security, deterrence of force, international law, negotiations that
lead to self-enforcing agreements, and the economic interdependence of
free nations should remain the cornerstone of a foreign policy that will
ultimately bring permanent peace with justice in freedom to all mankind.
The continuing need of all free nations today is for each to recognize
clearly the essentiality of an unbreakable bond among themselves based
upon a complete dedication to the principles of collective security, effective cooperation and peace with justice.
NATIONAL DEFENSE

For the first time in our nation's history we have consistently maintained
in peacetime, military forces of a magnitude sufficient to deter and if need
be to destroy predatory forces in the world.
Tremendous advances in strategic weapons systems have been made in
the past eight years. Not until 1953 were expenditures on long-range
ballistic missile programs even as much as a million dollars a year; today
we spend ten times as much each day on these programs as 'vas spent in
all of 1952.
No guided ballistic missiles were operational at the beginning of I953·
Today many types give our armed forces unprecedented effectiveness.
The explosive power of our weapons systems for all purposes is almost
inconceivable.
Today the United States has operational ATLAS missiles which can
strike a target 5000 miles away in a half-hour. The POLARIS weapons
system became operational last fall and the TITAN is scheduled to become so this year. Next year, more than a year ahead of schedule, a
91 7
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security in the world. The Southeast Asia Treaty Organization has been
established; the NATO alliance has been militarily strengthened; the
Organization of American States has been further developed as an instrument of inter-American cooperation; the Anzus treaty has strengthened
ties with Australia and New Zealand, and a mutual security treaty with
Japan has been signed. In addition, the CENTO pact has been concluded, and while we are not officially a member of this alliance \Ve have
participated closely in its deliberations.
The "Atoms for Peace" proposal to the United Nations led to the
creation of the International Atomic Energy Agency. Our policy has
been to push for enforceable programs of inspection against surprise
attack, suspension of nuclear testing, arms reduction, and peaceful use
of outer space.
The United Nations has been vigorously supported in all of its actions,
including the condemnations of the wholesale murder of the people of
Tibet by the Chinese CJmmunists and the brutal Soviet repression of the
people of Hungary, as well as the more recent UN actions in the Congo.
The United States took the initiative in negotiating the significant treaty
to guarantee the peaceful use of vast Antarctica.
The United States Information Agency has been transformed into a
greatly improved medium for explaining our policies and actions to
audiences overseas, answering the lies of communist propaganda, and
projecting a clearer image of American life and culture.
Cultural, technological and educational exchanges with the Soviet
Union have been encouraged, and a comprehensive agreement was made
which authorized, among other things, the distribution of our Russian
language magazine Amerika and the highly successful American Exhibition in Moscow.
This country has continued to withhold recognition of Communist
China and to oppose vigorously the admission of this belligerent and
unrepentant nation into the United Nations. Red China has yet to
demonstrate that it deserves to be considered a "peace-loving" nation.
With communist imperialism held in check, constructive actions were
undertaken to strengthen the economies of free world nations. The
United States government has given sturdy support to the economic and
technical assistance activities of the UN. This country stimulated a
doubling of the- capital of the World Bank and a so percent capital increase in the International Monetary Fund. The Development Loan
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Fund and the International Development Association were established.
The United States also took the lead in creating the Inter-American
DeYelopment Bank.
Vice President Nixon, Secretaries of State Dulles and Herter and I
travelled extensively through the world for the purpose of strengthening
the cause of peace, freedom, and international understanding. So rewarding were these visits that their very success became a significant factor
in causing the Soviet Union to wreck the planned Summit Conference of
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These vital programs must go on. New tactics will have to be developed, of course, to meet new situations, but the underlying principles
should be constant. Our great moral and material commitments to collective security, deterrence of force, international law, negotiations that
lead to self-enforcing agreements, and the economic interdependence of
free nations should remain the cornerstone of a foreign policy that will
ultimately bring permanent peace with justice in freedom to all mankind.
The continuing need of all free nations today is for each to recognize
clearly the essentiality of an unbreakable bond among themselves based
upon a complete dedication to the principles of collective security, effective cooperation and peace with justice.
NATIO:-.IAL DEFENSE

For the first time in our nation's history we have consistently maintained
in peacetime, military forces of a magnitude sufficient to deter and if need
be to destroy predatory forces in the world.
Tremendous advances in strategic weapons systems have been made in
the past eight years. Not until 1953 were expenditures on long-range
ballistic missile programs even as much as a million dollars a year; today
we spend ten times as much each day on these programs as was spent in
all of 1952.
No guided ballistic missiles were operational at the beginning of 1953.
Today many types give our armed forces unprecedented effectiveness.
The explosive power of our weapons systems for all purposes is almost
inconceivable.
Today the United States has operational ATLAS missiles which can
strike a target 5000 miles away in a half-hour. The POLARIS weapons
system became operational last fall and the TITAN is scheduled to become so this year. Next year, more than a year ahead of schedule, a
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vastly improved ICBM, the solid propellant 1HNUTE1L\N, is expected
to be ready.
Squadrons of accurate Intermediate Range Ballistic Missiles are now
operational. The THOR and JUPITER IRBMs based in forward areas
can hit targets I 500 miles away in 18 minutes.
Aircraft which fly at speeds faster than sound were still in a developmental stage eight years ago. Today American fighting planes go twice
the speed of sound. And either our B-58 Medium Range Jet Bomber or
our B-52 Long Range Jet Bomber can carry more explosive power than
was used by all combatants in World War II-Allies and Axis combined.
Eight years ago we had no nuclear-powered ships. Today 49 nuclear
warships have been authorized. Of these, 14 have been commissioned,
including three of the revolutionary POLARIS submarines. Our nuclear submarines have cruised under the North Pole and circumnavigated
the earth while submerged. Sea warfare has been revolutionized, and
the United States is far and away the leader.
Our tactical air units overseas and our aircraft carriers are alert;
Army units, guarding the frontiers of freedom in Europe and the Far
East, are in the highest state of readiness in peacetime history; our
Marines, a third of whom are deployed in the Far East, are constantly
prepared for action; our Reserve establishment has maintained high
standards of proficiency, and the Ready Reserve now numbers over
2 ~ million citizen-soldiers.
The Department of Defense, a young and still evolving organization,
has twice been improved and the line of command has been shortened
in order to meet the demands of modern warfare. These major reorganizations have provided a more effective structure for unified planning and direction of the vast defense establishment. Gradual improvements in its structure and procedures are to be expected.
United States civil defense and nonmilitary defense capacity has been
greatly strengthened and these activities have been consolidated in one
Federal agency.
The defense forces of our Allies now number five million men, several
thousand combatant ships, and over 25,000 aircraft. Programs to
strengthen these allies have been consistently supported by the Administration. U.S. military assistance goes almost exclusively to friendly nations on the rim of the communist world. This American contribution
to nations who have the will to defend their freedom, but insufficient
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means, should be vigorously continued. Combined with our Allies, the
free world now has a far stronger shield than we could provide alone.
Since 1953, our defense policy has been based on the assumption that
the international situation would require heavy defense expenditures for
an indefinite period to come, probably for years. In this protracted
struggle, good management dictates that we resist overspending as resolutely as we oppose underspending. Every dollar uselessly spent on
military mechanisms decreases our total strength and, therefore, our security. 'Ve must not return to the "crash-program" psychology of the
past when each new feint by the Communists was responded to in panic.
J?e "bomber gap" of several years ago was always a fiction, and the
"missile gap" shows every sign of being the same.
The nation can ill afford to abandon a national policy which provides
for a fully adequate and steady level of effort, designed for the long pull;
a fast adjustment to new scientific and technological advances; a balanced force of such strength as to deter general war, to effectively meet
local situations and to retaliate to attack and destroy the attacker; and a
strengthened system of free world collective security.

i'

I
;

THE ECONOMY

The expanding American economy passed the half-trillion dollar mark
in gross national product early in 1960. The Nation's output of goods
and services is now nearly 25 percent higher than in 1952.
In 1959, the average American family had an income of $6,520, 15
percent higher in dollars of constant buying power than in 1952, and
the real wages of American factory workers have risen 20 percent during
the past eight years. These facts reflect the rising standard of individual
and family well-being enjoyed by Americans.
Our Nation benefits also from a remarkable improvement in general
industrial peace through strengthened processes of free collective bargaining. Time lost since 1952 because of strikes has been half that lost
in the eight years prior to that date. Legislation now requires that
union members have the opportunity for full participation in th~ affairs
of their unions. The Administration supported the Landrum-Griffin
Act, which I believe is greatly helpful to the vast bulk of American Labor
and its leaders, and also is a major step in getting racketeers and gangsters
out of labor-management affairs.
The economic security of working men and women has been strengthgrg
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ened by an extension of unemployment insurance coverage to 2.5 million
ex-servicemen, 2.4 million Federal employees, and 1.2 million employees
of small businesses, and by a strengthening of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act. States have been encouraged to improve their
unemployment compensation benefits, so that today average ·weekly
benefits are 40 percent higher than in I953·
Determined efforts have improved workers' safety standards. Enforceable safety standards have been established for longshoremen and ship
repair workers; Federal Safety Councils have been increased from 14
to over I oo; safety awards have been initiated, and a national construction safety program has been developed.
A major factor in strengthening our competitive enterprise system, and
promoting economic gro~ih, has been the vigorous enforcement of antitrust laws over the last eight years and a continuing effort to reduce artificial restraints on competition and trade and enhance our economic
liberties. This purpose was also significantly advanced in 1953 when,
as one of the first acts of this Administration, restrictive wage and price
controls were ended.
An additional measure to strengthen the American system of competitive enterprise was the creation of the Small Business Administration in I 953 to assist existing small businesses and encourage new ones.
This agency has approved over $I billion in loans, initiated a new program to provide long-term capital for small businesses, aided in setting
aside $3Y2 billion in government contracts for award to small business
concerns, and brought to the attention of individual businessmen, through
programs of information and education, new developments in management and production techniques. Since 1952, important tax revisions
have been made to encourage small businesses.
Many major improvements in the Nation's transportation system·have
been made:
-After long years of debate, the dream of a great St. Lawrence Seaway, opening the heartland of America to ocean commerce, has been
fulfilled.
--The new Federal Aviation Agency is fostering greater safety in
air travel.
-The largest public construction program in history-the 4 r ,ooo mile
national system of Interstate and Defense highways--has been pushed
rapidly fonvard. Twenty-five percent of this system is now open to
traffic.
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Efforts to help every American build a better life have included also a
vigorous program for expanding our trade with other nations. A 4-year
renewal of the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act was passed in I 958, and
a continuing and rewarding effort has been made to persuade other countries to remove restrictions against our exports. A new export e.xpansion
program was launched in Ig6o, inaugurating improvement of export
credit insurance and broadening research and information programs to
awaken Americans to business opportunities overseas. These actions and
generally prosperous conditions abroad have helped push America's export trade to a level of $20 billion in I 960.
Although intermittent declines in economic activity persist as a problem
iri our enterprise system, recent downturns have been moderate and of
short duration. There is, however, little room for complacency. Currently our economy is operating at high levels, but unemployment rates
are higher than any of us would like, and chronic pockets of high unemployment persist. Clearly, continued sound and broadly shared economic
growth remains a major national objective toward which we must strive
through joint private and public efforts.
If government continues to work to assure every American the fullest
opportunity to develop and utilize his ability and talent, it will be performing one of its most vital functions, that of advancing the welfare and
protecting the dignity, rights, and freedom of all Americans.
GOVERNMENT FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION

In January I953, the consumer's dollar was worth only 52 cents in
terms of the food, clothing, shelter arid other items it would buy compared
to I939· Today, the inflationary spiral which had raised the cost of
living by 36 percent between I946 and 1952 has all but ceased and the
value of the dollar virtually stabilized.
In I 954 we had the largest tax cut in history, amounting to $7 ·4 billion
annually, of which over 62 percent went to individuals mostly in the small
income brackets.
This Administration has directed constant efforts toward fiscal responsibility. Balanced budgets have been sought when the economy was advancing, and a rigorous evaluation of spending programs has been maintained at all times. Resort to deficit financing in prosperous times could
easily erode international confidence in the dollar and contribute to infla-
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tion at home. In this belief, I shall submit a balanced budget for fiscal
I g62 to the Congress next week.
There has been a firm policy of reducing government competition ·with
private enterprise. This has resulted in the discontinuance of some 2,ooo
commercial industrial installations and in addition the curtailment of approximately 550 industrial installations operated directly by government
agencies.
Also an aggressive surplus disposal program has been carried on to
identify and dispose of unneeded government-owned real property. This
has resulted in the addition of a substantial number of valuable properties
to local ta.'C rolls, and a significant monetary return to the government.
Earnest and persistent attempts have been made to strengthen the
position of State and local governments and thereby to stop the dangerous drift toward centralization of governmental power in Washington.
Significant strides have been made in increasing the effectiveness of
government. Important new agencies have been established, such as
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, the Federal Aviation
Agency, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The
Council of Economic Advisers was reconstituted.
The operation of our postal system has been modernized to get better
and more efficient service. Modernized ·handling of local mail now
brings next-day delivery to I 68 million people in our population centers,
expanded carrier service now accommodates 9·3 million families in the
growing suburbs, and 1 ·4 million families have been added to the rural
delivery service. Common sense dictates that the Postal Service should
be on a self-financing basis.
The concept of a trained and dedicated government career service
has been strengthened by the provision of life and health insurance benefits, a vastly improved retirement system, a new merit promotion program, and the first effective incentive awards program. 'With no
sacrifice in efficiency, Federal civilian employment since I953 has been
reduced by over a quarter of a million persons.
I am deeply gratified that it was under the urging of this Administration that Alaska and Hawaii became our 49th and 5oth States.
AGRICULTURE

Despite the difficulties of administering Congressional programs which
apply outmoded prescriptions and which aggravate rather than solve
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problems, the past eight years brought notable advances in agriculture.
Total agricultural assets are approximately $200 billion-up $36 billion in eight years.
Farm owner equities are at the near record high of $I 74 billion.
Farm ownership is at a record high with fewer farmers in a tenant
and sharecropper status than at any time in our nation's history.
The "Food-for-Peace" program has demonstrated how surplus of
American food and fiber can be effectively used to feed and clothe the
needy abroad. Aided by this humanitarian program, total agricultural
exports have grown from $2.8 billion in 1953 to an average of about
$4 billion annually for the past three years. For 1960, exports are estimated at $4.5 billion, the highest volume on record. Under the Foodfor-Peace program, the largest wheat transaction in history was consummated with India in I 960.
The problems of low-income farm families received systematic attention for the first time in the Rural Development Program. This program has gone forward in 39 States, yielding higher incomes and a better
living for rural people most in need.
The Rural Electrification Administration has helped meet the growing
demand for power and telephones in agricultural areas. Ninety-seven
percent of all farms now have central station electric power. Dependence upon Federal financing should no longer be necessary.
The Farm Credit Administration has been made an independent agency
more responsive to the farmer's needs.
The search for new uses for our farm abundance and to develop new
crops for current needs has made major progress. Agricultural research
appropriations have increased by I 7 I percent since I 953·
Farmers are being saved approximately $8o million a year by the repeal
in I956 of Federal taxes on gasoline used in tractors and other machLl'lery.
Since I 953, appropriations have been doubled for county agents, home
agents and the Extension Service.
Eligibility for Social Security benefits has been extended to farmers and
their families.
Yet in certain aspects our agricultural surplus situation is increasingly
grave. For example, our wheat stocks now total 1.3 billion bushels. If
we did not harvest one bushel of wheat in this coming year, we would
still have all we could eat, all we could sell abroad, all we could give away,
and still have a substantial carryover. Extraordinary costs are involved
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just in management and disposal of this burdensome surplus. Obviously
important adjustments must still come. Congress must enact additional
legislation to permit wheat and other farm commodities to mO\·e into
regular marketing channels in an orderly manner and at the same time
afford the needed price protection to the farmer. Only then will agriculture again be free, sound, and profitable.
NATURAL RESOURCES

New emphasis has been placed on the care of our national parks. A
ten year development program of our National Park System-Mission
66-was initiated and 633,000 acres of park land have been added since
1953·
Appropriations for fish and wildlife operations have more than doubled
Thirty-five new refuges, containing I 1,342,ooo acres, have been added to
the national wildlife management system.
Our Nation's forests have been improved at the most rapid rate in
history.
The largest sustained effort in water resources development in our
history has taken place. In the field of reclamation alone, over 50 new
projects, or project units, have been authorized since 1953-including the
billion dollar Colorado River Storage Project. When all these projects
have been completed they will have a storage capacity of nearly 43 million
acre-feet-an increase of 50 percent over the Bureau of Reclamation's
storage capacity in mid-1953· In addition, since 1953 over 450 new
navigation flood control and multiple purpose projects of the Corps of
Engineers have been started, costing nearly 6 billion dollars.
Soil and water conservation has been advanced as never before. One
hundred forty-one projects are now being constructed under the \Vatershed Protection Program.
Hydroelectric power has been impressively developed through a policy
which recognizes that the job to be done requires comprehensive development by Federal, State, and local governments and private enterprise.
Teamwork is essential to achieve this objective.
The Federal Columbia River power system has grown from two multipurpose dams with a 2.6 million kilowatt capacity to I 7 multipurpose
projects completed or under construction with an ultimate installed capacity of 8. I million kilowatts. After years of negotiation, a Columbia
River Storage Development agreement with Canada now opens the way
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Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1960
for early realization of unparalleled power, flood control and resource
conservation benefits for the Pacific Northwest. A treaty implementing
this agreement will shortly be submitted to the Senate.
A farsighted and highly successful program for meeting urgent water
needs is being carried out by converting salt water to fresh water. A 75
percent reduction in the cost of this process has already been realized.
Continuous resource development is essential for our expanding economy. We must continue vigorous, combined Federal, State and private
programs, at the same time preserving to the maximum extent possible
our natural and scenic heritage for future generations.
EDUCATION, SCIENCE, AND TECHNOLOGY

The National Defense Education Act of 1958 is already a milestone
in the history of American education. It provides broad opportunities
~or the intellectual development of all children by strengthening courses
of study in science, mathematics, and foreign languages, by developing
new graduate programs to train additional teachers, and by providing
loans for young people who need financial help to go to college.
The Administration proposed on numerous occasions a broad new
five-year program of Federal aid to help overcome the classroom shortage in public elementary and secondary schools. Recommendations
were also made to give assistance to colleges and universities for the construction of academic and residential buildings to meet future enrollment
mcreases.
This Administration greatly expanded F ederalloans for building dormitories for students, teachers, and nurses training, a program assisting in
the construction of approximately 20o,ooo living accommodations during
the past 8 years.
There has been a vigorous acceleration of health, resource and education programs designed to advance the role of the American Indian
in our society. Last fall, for example, 91 percent of the Indian children
between the ages of 6 and I 8 on reservations were enrolled in school.
This is a rise of I 2 percent since I 953·
In the field of science and technolot,ry, startling stride:J have been made
by the new National Aeronautics and Space Administration. In little
more than two years, NASA has successfully launched meteorological
satellites, such as Tiros I and Tiros II, that promise to revolutionize
methods of weather forecasting; demonstrated the feasibility of satellites
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for global communications by the successful launching of Echo I; produced an enormous amount of valuable scientific data, such as the discovery of the Van Allen Radiation Belt; successfully launched deep-space
probes that maintained communication over the greatest range man has
ever tracked; and made real progress toward the goal of manned space
flights.
These achievements unquestionably make :us preeminent today in
space exploration for the betterment of mankind. I believe the present
organizational arrangements in this area, with the revisions proposed last
year, are completely adequate for the -tasks ahead.
Americans can look forward to new achievements in space exploration.
The near future will hold such wonders as the orbital flight of an astronaut, the landing of instruments on the moon, the launching of the powerful giant Saturn rocket vehicles, and the reconnaissance of Mars and
Venus by unmanned vehicles.
The application of atomic energy to industry, agriculture, and medicine has progressed from hope and experiment to reality. American
industry and agriculture are making increasing use of radioisotopes to
improve manufacturing, testing, and crop-raising. Atomic energy has
improved the ability of the healing professions to combat disease, and
holds promise for an eventual increase in man's life span.
Education, science, technology and balanced programs of every kindthese are the roadways to progress. With appropriate Federal support,
the States and localities can assure opportunities for achieving excellence at all levels of the educational system; and with the Federal government continuing to give wholehearted support to basic scientific research
and technology, we can expect to maintain our position of leadership
in the world.
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CIVIL RIGHTS

The first consequential Federal Civil Rights legislation in ~5 years
was enacted by Congress on recommendation of the Administration .in
1957 and 1g6o.
A new Civil Rights Division in the Department of Justice has already
moved to enforce constitutional rights in such areas as voting and the
elimination of Jim Crow laws.
Greater equality of job opportunity in Federal employment and employment with Federal contractors has been effectively provided through
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the President's Committees on Government Contracts and Government
Employment Practices.
The Civil Rights Commission has undertaken important surveys in
the fields of housing, voting, and education.
Segregation has been abolished in the Armed Forces, in Veterans'
Hospitals, in all Federal employment, and throughout the District of
Columbia-administratively accomplished progress in this field that is
unmatched in America's recent history.
This pioneering work in civil rights must go on. Not only because
discrimination is morally wrong, but also because its impact is more than
national-it is world-wide.
HEALTH AND WELFARE

Federal medical research expenditures have increased more than fourfold since 1954·
A vast variety of the approaches known to medical science has been
explored to find better methods of treatment and prevention of major
d~eases, particularly heart diseases, cancer, and mental illness.
The control of air and water pollution has been greatly strengthened.
Americans now have greater protection against harmful, unclean, or
misrepresented foods, drugs, or cosmetics through a strengthened Food
and Drug Administration and by new legislation which requires that
food additives be proved safe for human consumption before use.
A newly established Federal Radiation Council, along with the Department of Health, Education, and \V dfare, analyzes and coordinates
information regarding radiological activities which affect the public
health.
Medical manpower has been increased by Federal grants for teachingand research.
Construction of new medical facilities has been stepped up and extended to include nursing homes, diagnostic and treatment centers, and
rehabilitation facilities.
The vocational rehabilitation program has been significantly expanded.
About go,ooo handicapped people are now being rehabilitated annually
so they are again able to earn their own living with self-respect and
dignity.
New legislation provides for better medical care for the needy aged,
including those older persons, who, while otherwise self-sufficient, need
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help in meeting their health care costs. The Administration recommended a major expansion of this effort.
The coverage of the Social Security Act has been broadened since I 953
to make I I million additional people eligible for retirement, disability or
survivor benefits for themselves or their dependents, and the Social
Security benefits have been substantially improved.
Grants to the States for maternal and child welfare services have been
increased.
The States, aided by Federal grants, now assist some 6 million needy
people through the programs of Old Age Assistance, Aid to Dependent
Children, Aid to the Blind, and Aid to the Totally and Permanently
Disabled.
HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

More houses have been ·built during the past eight years--over nine
million-than during any previous eight years in history.
An historic new approach-Urban Renewal-now replaces piecemeal
thrusts at slum pockets and urban blight. Communities engaged in
urban renewal have doubled and renewal projects have more than tripled
since I953· An estimated 68 projects in 50 cities will be completed by
the end of the current fiscal year; another 577 projects will be underway,
and planning for 3 I o more will be in process. A total of $2 billion in
Federal grants will ultimately be required to finance these 955 projects.
New programs have been initiated to provide more and better housing
for elderly people. Approximately 25,000 units especially designed for
the elderly have been built, started, or approved in the past three years.
For the first time, because of Federal help and encouragement, go
metropolitan areas and urban regions and I 140 smaller towns throughout the country are making comprehensive development plans for their
future growth and devel~pment.
American communities have been helped to plan water and sanitation
systems and schools through planning advances for I 6oo public works
projects with a construction cost of nearly $2 billion.
Mortgage insurance on individual homes has been greatly expanded.
During the past eight years, the Federal Housing Administration alone
insured over 2~ million home mortgages valued at $27 billion, and in
addition, insured more than ten million property improvement loans.
The Federal government must continue to provide leadership in order
to make our cities and communities better places in which to live, work,
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and raise families, but without usurping rightful local authority, replacing individual responsibility, or stifling private initiative.
Il\!MIGRATION

Over 32,ooo victims of Communist tyranny in Hungary were brought
to our shores, and at this time our country is working to assist refugees
from tyranny in Cuba ..
Since 1953, the waiting period for naturalization applicants has been
reduced from 18 months to 45 days.
The Administration also has made legislative recommendations to
liberalize existing restrictions upon immigration while still safeguarding
the national interest. It is imperative that our immigration policy be
in the finest American tradition of providing a haven for oppressed peoples and fully in accord with our obligation as a leader of the free world.
VETERANS

In discharging the nation's obligation to our veterans, during the past
eight years there have been:
The readjustment of World War II veterans was completed, and the
five million Korean conflict veterans were assisted in achieving successful readjustment to civilian life;
Increases in compensation benefits for all eligible veterans with senice
connected disabilities;
Higher non-service connected pension benefits for needy veterans;
Greatly improved benefits to survivors of veterans dying in or as a
result of service;
Authorization, by Presidential directive, of an increase in the number of beds available for sick and disabled veterans;
Development of a 12-year, $goo million construction program to modernize and improve our veterans hospitals;
New modem techniques brought into the administration of Veterans
Affairs to provide the highest quality service possible to those who have
defendecl us.
COXCLUSION

In concluding my final message to the Congress, it is fitting to look
back to my first-to the aims and ideals I set forth on February 2, r 953 :
To use America's influence in world affairs to advance the cause of peace
and justice, to conduct the affairs of the Executive Branch with integrity
929
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and efficiency, to encourage creative initiative in our economy, and to
work toward the attainmmt of the well-being and equality of opportunity
of all citizens.
Equally, we have honored our commitment to pursue and attain specific
objectives. Among them, as stated eight years <'1-go: strengthening of the
mutual security program; development of world trade and commerce;
ending of hostilities in Korea; creation of a powerful deterrent force;
practicing fiscal responsibility; checking the menace of inflation; reducing
the tax burden; providing an effective internal security program; developing and conserving our natural resources; reducing governmental interference in the affairs of the farmer; strengthening and improving services
by the Department of Labor, and the vigilant guarding of civil and social
rights.
I do not close this message implying that all is well-that all problems
are solved. For progress implies both new and continuing problems and,
unlike Presidential administrations, problems rarely have terminal dates.
Abroad, there is the continuing Communist threat to the freedom of
Berlin, an explosive situation in Laos, the problems caused by Communist
penetration of Cuba, as well as the many problems connected with the
development of the new nations in Africa. These areas, in particular,
call for delicate handling and constant review.
At home, several conspicuous problems remain: promoting higher
levels of employment, with special emphasis on areas in which heavy unemployment has persisted; continuing to provide for steady economic
growth and preserving a sound currency; bringing our balance of payments into more reasonable equilibrium and continuing a high level of
confidence in our national and international systems; eliminating heavily
excessive surpluses of a few farm commodities; and overcoming deficiencies in our health and educational programs.
Our goal always has been to add to the spiritual, moral, and material
strength of our nation. I believe we have done this. But it is a process
that must never end. Let us pray that leaders of both the near and
distant future will be able to keep the nation strong and at peace, that
they will advance the well-being of all our people, that they will lead us on
to still higher moral standards, and that, in achieving these goals, they will
maintain a reasonable balance between private and governmental
responsibility.
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12 and to the Senate (not being in session that day) on January 13.

The message was transmitted to
the House of Representatives on January

NOTe:

4 I I f]f Letter Accepting Resignation of William
P. Rogers as Attorney General. January I 3, I g6 I
[Released January 13, 1961. Dated January

II,

1961]

Dear Bill:
Under your direction, the Department of Justice has been noted for
its impartial and effective administration of Federal law. In accepting
your resignation as Attorney General, effective January 20, rg6r, I take
the opportunity to emphasize the outstanding record you have achieved
with the assistance of your competent staff.
I am particularly gratified by the establishment and functioning of
the new Civil Rights Division. Then too, the outstanding record of the
Department in bringing anti-trust actions---a 25 per cent increase over
the previous eight-year period-is most impressive. Indeed, as your
report so well relates, every section of your Department has made commendable advances.
For guiding these achievements, as well as many more that come to
mind, you have my thanks and deep appreciation. May the future hold
good health and happiness. You leave government service with my
respect and sincere friendship.
With warm regard,
As ever,
DWIGHT
NOTE: Mr. Rogers served as Attorney
General from November 8, 1957, to January 20, zg61. His letter of resignation,

D.

EISENHOWER

dated January 10, and his report were
released with the President's reply.
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Pursuant to that legislation agTeements for cooperation were concluded
with four of our NATO partners in May and June 1959. A similar
agreement was also recently concluded with our NATO ally, the Republic of Italy. All of these agreements are designed to implement in
important respects the agreed NATO program.
This agreement with the Goveriunent of Italy will enable the United
States to cooperate effectively in mutual defense planning with Italy and
in the training of Italian NATO forces in order that, if an attack on
NATO should occur, Italian forces could, under the direction of the
Supreme Allied Commander for Europe, effectively use nuclear weapons
in their defense.
These agreements previously concluded and this Italian Agreement
represent only a portion of the work necessary for complete implementation of the decision taken by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization in
December 1957. I anticipate the conclusion of similar agreements for
cooperation with certain other NATO nations as the Alliance's defensive
planning continues.
Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, I am submitting to each House of the Congress an authoritative copy of the agreement with the Government of Italy. I am a!$o transmitting a copy of
the Secretary of State's letter accompanying an authoritative copy of the
signed agreement, a copy of a joint letter from the Secretary of Defense
and the Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission recommending my
approval of this document and a copy of my memorandum in reply thereto
setting forth my approval.
DwiGHT D. EISENHOWER

The text of the agreement and related documents is published in the ConXOTE:

42 I

gressional Record of March 7, rg6r (vol.
107, p. sogs).

Farewell Radio and Television Address to
the American People. january I 7, I g6 I
CJf

[Delivered from the President's Office at 8:30p.m.]
Jfy fellow Americans:

Three days from now, after half a century in the service of our country,
I shall lay down the responsibilities of office as, in traditional and solemn

ceremony, the authority of the Presidency is vested in my successor.
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This evening I come to you with a message of lean-taking and farewell,
and to share a few final thoughts with you, my countrymen.
Like every other citizen, I wish the new President, and all who will
labor with him, Godspeed. I pray that the coming years will be blessed
with peace and prosperity for all.
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Our people expect their President and the Congress to find essential
agreement on issues of great moment, the wise resolution of which will
better shape the future of theN ation.
My own relations with the Congress, which began on a remote and
tenuous basis when, long ago, a member of the Senate appointed me to
West Point, have since ranged to the intimate during the war and immediate post-war period, and, finally, to the mutually interdependent during
these past eight years.
In this final relationship, the Congress and the Administration have,
on most vital issues, cooperated well, to serve the national good rather than
mere partisanship, and so have assured that the business of the Nation
should go forward. So, my official relationship with the Congress ends
in a feeling, on my part, of gratitude that we have been able to do so
much together.
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II.

·we now stand ten years past the midpoint of a century that has witnessed four major wars among great nations. Three of these involved
our own country. Despite these holocausts America is today the strongest,
the most influential and most productive nation in the world. Understandably proud of this pre-eminence, we yet realize that America's leadership and prestige depend, not merely upon our unmatched material progress, riches and military strength, but on how we use our power in the .
interests of world peace and human betterment.

m.
Throughout America's adventure in free government, our basic purposes have been to keep the peace; to foster progress in human achievement, and to enhance liberty, dignity and integrity among people and
among nations. To strive for less would be unworthy of a free andreligious people. Any failure traceable to arrogance, or our lack of comprehension or readiness to sacrifice would inflict upon us grie\·ous hurt
both at home and abroad.
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Progress toward these noble goals is persistently threatened by the
conflict now engulfing the world. It commands our whole attention, absorbs our very beings. We face a hostile ideology-global in scope,
atheistic in character, ruthless in purpose, and insidious in method. Unhappily the danger it poses promises to be of indefinite duration. To
meet it successfully, there is called for, not so much the emotional and
transitory sacrifices of crisis, but rather those which enable us to carry
forward steadily, surely, and without complaint the burdens of a prolonged and complex struggle-with liberty the stake. Only thus shall we
remain, despite every provocation, on our charted course toward pem1anent peace and human betterment.
Crises there will continue to be. In meeting them, whether foreign or
domestic, great or small, there is a recurring temptation to feel that some
spectacular and costly action could become the miraculous solution to
all current difficulties. A huge increase in newer elements of our defense; devdopment of unreaE~dc programs to cure every ill in agriculture;
a dramatic expansion in basic and applied research-these and many
other possibilities, each possibly promising in itself, may be suggested
as the only way to the road we wish to travel.
But each proposal must be weighed in the light of a broader consideration: the need to maintain balance in and among national programsbalance between the private and the public economy, balance between
cost and hoped for advantage-balance between the clearly necessary and
the comfortably desirable; balance between our essential requirements as
a nation and the duties imposed by the nation upon the individual; balance between actions of the moment and the national welfare of the
future. Good judgment seeks balance and progress; lack of it eventually
finds imbalance and frustration.
The record of many decades stands as proof that our people and their
government have, in the main, understood these truths and have responded to them well, in the face of stress and threat. But threats, new
in kind or degree, constantly arise. I mention two only.
IV.

A vital element in keeping the peace is our military establishment.
Our arms must be mighty, ready for instant action, so that no potential
aggressor may be tempted to risk his own destruction.
Our military organization today bears little relation to that known
1037
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by any of my predecessors in peacetime, or indeed by the fighting men
of World War II or Korea.
Until the latest of our world conflict<>, the United States had no armaments industry. American makers of plowshares could, with time and
as required, make swords as well. But now \Ve can no longer risk emergency improvisation of national defense; we have been compelled to create
a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this,
three and a half million men and women are directly engaged in the defense establishment. We annually spend on military security more than
the net income of all United States corporations.
This conjunction of an immense military establishment and a large
arms industry is new in the American experience. The total influenceeconomic, political, even spiritual-is felt in every city, every State house,
every office of the Federal government. We recognize tl1e imperative
need for this development. Yet we must not fail to comprehend its grave
implications. Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the
very structure of our society.
In the councils of government, we must guard against the acquisition .
of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the militaryindustrial complex. The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced
power exists and will persist.
We must never let the weight of this combination endanger our liberties
or democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an
alert and knowledgeable citizenry can compel the proper meshit>g of the
huge industrial and military machinery of defense with our peaceful
methods and goals, so that security and liberty may prosper together.
Akin to, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in our industrial-military posture, ha'l been the technological revolution during recent
decades.
In this revolution, research has become central; it also becomes more
formalized, complex, and costly. A steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Federal government.
Today, the solitary inventor, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of scientist<; in laboratories and testing fields. In
the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free
ideas and scientific discovery, has experienced a revolution in the conduct
of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, a government contract becomes virtually a substitute for intellectual curiosity. For every
1038
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old blackboard there are now hundreds of new electronic computers.
The prospect of domination of the nation's scholars by Federal employment, project allocations, and the power of money is ever present-and
is gravely to be regarded~
Yet, in holding scientific research and discovery in respect, as we should,
we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that public policy
could itself become the captive of a scientific-technological elite.
It is the task of statesmanship to mold, to balance, and to integrate
these and other forces, new and old, within the principles of our democratic system-ever aiming toward the supreme goals of our free society.
'f

v.
Another factor in maintaining balance involves the element of time.
As we peer into society's future, we-you and I, and our governmentmust avoid the impulse to live only for today, plundering, for our own
ease and convenience, the precious resources of tomorrow. We cannot
mortgage the material assets of our grandchildren without risking the loss
also of their political and spiritual heritage. We want democracy to
survive for all generations to come, not to become the insolvent phantom
of tomorrow.
VI.

Down the long lane of the history yet to be written America knows that
this world of ours, ever growing smaller, must avoid becoming a community of dreadful fear and hate, and be, instead, a proud confederation
of mutual trust and respect.
Such a confederation must be one of equals. The weakest must come
to the conference table with the same confidence as do we, protected as
we are by our moral, economic, and military strength. That table,
though scarred by many past frustrations, cannot be abandoned for the
/
certain agony of the battlefield.
Disarmament, with mutual honor and confidence, is a continuing V
imperative. Together we must learn how to compose differences, not
with arms, but with intellect and decent purpose. Because this need
is so sharp and apparent I confess that I lay down my official responsibilities in this field with a definite sense of disappointment. As one who
has witnessed the horror and the lingering sadness of war-as one who
knows that another war could utterly destroy this civilization which has
been so slowly and painfully built over thousands of years-! wish I
1039
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could say tonight that a lasting peace is in sight.
Happily, I can say that war has been avoided. Steady progres.; toward
our ultimate goal ha5 been made. But, so much remains to be done.
As a private citizen, I shall never cease to do what little I can to help the
world advance along that road.
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VII.

So--in this my last good night to you as your President-! thank you
for the many opportunities you have given me for public service in war
and peace. I trust that in that service you find some things worthy;
as for the rest of it, I know you will find ways to improve performance
in the future.
You and I-my fellow citizens--need to be strong in our faith that
all nations, under God, will reach the goal of peace with justice. May
we be ever unswerving in devotion to principle, confident but humble
with power, diligent in pursuit of the Nation's great goals.
To all the peoples of the world, I once more give expression to
America's prayerful and continuing aspiration:
\Ve pray that peoples of all faiths, all races, all nations, may ha\·e their
great human needs satisfied; that those now denied opportunity shall
come to enjoy it to the full; that all who yearn for freedom may experience its spiritual blessings; that those who have freedom will understand, also, its heavy responsibilities; that all who are insensith·e w the
needs of others will learn charity; that the scourges of poverty, disease
and ignorance will be made to disappear from the earth, and that, in the
goodness of time, all peoples will come to live together in a peace guaranteed by the binding force of mutual respect and love.
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THE PR

Good morning. Please sit down.
I came this morning not with any particularly brilliant ideas about the
future, but I did want the opportunity to say goodbye to people that I
have been associated with now for 8 years, mostly I think on a friendly
basis-[laughter]-and at least it certainly has always been interesting.
There is one man here who has attended every press conference that
I have had, at home and abroad, and who has been of inestimable servTHE PRESIDENT.
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Lyndon B. Johnson, 1968
i;1 the conduct of n::tval'unconventional war~
fJ.~e ctJeDtio;;J.s again$t the Viet Cong in the
R~'1ublic of Vietnam. Although often re~
C,'.!~reJ to carry out their operations in treacherou> and almost impenetrable mangrove
war:1ps against overwhelming odds, SEAL
5
TE.-\:Vl ONE personnel maintained an aggressive operating schedule and were highly
successful in gather!ng intelligence data and
in interdicting Viet Cong operations. On one
occasion, a six-mao fire team ambushed one
junk and two sampans, accounting for seven
Viet Cong dead and the capture of valuable
intelligence data. During this daring ambush,
all members of the fire team remained in ex~
posed, ...vaist~eep mud and water in order
to obtain clear fields of fire. As a result of
the:C constant alertness and skillful reading
of Viet Cong trail markers, patrols of SEAL
TEA1Vf ONE succeeded in discovering
numerous well-concealed Viet Cong base
camps and supply caches, and captured or
destroyed over 228 tons of Viet Cong rice, as
\veil as numerous river craft, weapons,
buildings, and documents. The outstmding
esprit de corps of the men of this unit was

Jan. I4 [676}

evidenced on 7 October 196G when a di:ect
hit by an enemy mortar rou::d wounded
sixteen of the nineteen men aboard the
detachment's ::trmeJ LCM, and ag:tirr en 7
April 1967 when three members of the SL\L
TEAM ONE LCM were killed ::tnd ele"-en
were wounded in a fi.rt: fight wiw.~ Viet Ccng
positioned along the banks of a narrow
stream. On both occasions, SEAL TE~l
ONE men who were able, even though seriously wounded, returned to their positio.ils
and continued to fire their weapons until
the boat was out of danger, th:reby helping
to save the lives of their comrades. The
heroic achievements of SEAL TEAM 0::--.'E
reflect the outstanding professionalism, valor,
teamwork, and selfless dedication of the
unit's officers and men. Their perforoance
was in keeping with the highest traditions
of the United States Naval Service.
The President spoke at 12;.:3 p.m. in the
Cabinet Room at the White House. In his op~oing
words he referred to Clark M. Clilford, Secretary
of Defense, Paul R. Ignatius, Sccre::ary of the Na''Y•
and Adm. Thomas H. Moorer, Chief o: ~aval
Operations.

NOTE:

676 Anp.ual Message to the Congress on the State of the Union.

January 14, 1969
[ Delivered in person before a joint session at 9:05 p.m.]
is, but with what has been and what could

Mr. Spea!(er, Mr. President, Members of the
Congress and my fel!otv Americans:
For the sixth and the last time, I present
to the Congress my assessment of the State
of the Union.
I shall speak to you tonight about chall-::-!;;e and opportunity-and about the commit.-nents that all of us have made together
that y,-ill, if we carry them out, give America
0:1r best chance to achieve the kind of great
sc:cicty that we all want.
E\'ery President lives, not only with what

be.
Most of the great events in his Presidency
are part of a larger sequence extending back
through several years and extendtng back
through several other administratio:J.s.
Urban unrest, poYerty, pressures on wdfare, education of our people, law euforcement and law and order, the continu:ng crisis
in the :Middle East, the conE..:ct in Yiemam,
the dangers of nuclear war, t-'1-te great di.Scu.l~
ties of dealing with the CorrL.-nunis: po\Vers,
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av ! we this muc~: m common: They and
tL·:•: causes-the ca~!ses that gave rise to
r:-.: .·-all of tkse h:~ve existed v.rith us for
rr.:•.1y years. Several Presid-::nts have already

so:.rght to try to deal with them. 0:-re or more
Presidents wil! try to resolve them or try to
contain them in the years that are ahe:1d
of us.
But if the Nation's problems are continuing, so ge this great Nation's assets:
--our economy,
-the democratic system,
-'Our sense of exploration, symbolized
most recently by the wond::rful flight of
the Apollo 8, in which all Americans
took great pride,
-the good commonsense and sound judgment of the American people, and
·-the~ essential love of justice.
\Ve must not ignore our problems. But
neither should we ignore our strengths.
Those streng1:1~ are available to sustain a
}>resident of either party-to support his
progressive efforts both at home and overseas.
Unfortunately, the departure of an administration does not mean the end of the
problems that this administration has faced.
The effort to meet the problems must go on,
year after year, if the momentum that we
h:n·eall mounted together in these past years
is not to be lost.
Although the struggle for progressive
change is continuous, there are times when
a watershed is reached-when there is-if
not really a break with the past-at least the
fulfillment of many of its oldest hopes, and
a stepping forth into a new environment, to
seek new goals.
I think the past 5 years have been such a
time.
We have finished a major part of the old
agenda.
Some of the laws that we wrote have already, in front of our eyes, taken on the

•

flesh of achic·.-e:-:1:nt.
Nfedicare that we wen: un.1b!c to pass Lr

so many y;:ars is now a part of }.merica::I
life.
Voting rights and the Yoting bo.")th that
we debJ.ted so long b,!ck in the fifties, and
the doors to pub!ic service, are open at last
to all Americans regardless of t..i.eir color.
Schools and school children a!I 0\·er Arn~r
ica tonight are receiving Fed.::ral assistance
to go to good schocls.
Preschool edu::ation-Head Start-is already here to stay and, I thin.!..:, so are the
Federal programs that tonight are keeping
more than a million and a half of the cream
of our young people in the colleges and the
universities of this country.
Part of the American earth-net only in
description on a map, but in the reality of
our shores, our hills, our parks, our forests,
and our mountains-has been permanently
set aside for the American public and for
their benefit. And there is more that will be
set aside before this administration ends.
Five million Americans have been trained
for jobs in new Federal programs.
I think it is most important that we all
realize tonight that this Nation is close to
full employment-with less unemp!oyment
than we have had at aoy time in almost 20
years. That is not in theory; that is in fact.
Tonight, the unemployment rate is dcwn to
3·3 percent. The number of jobs has grown
more than 8!;2 million in the last 5 years.
That is more th:!n in all t.~e preceding
years.
These achievements completed t.1.e full
cycle, from idea to enactment ar:d, finally,
to a place in the lives of citizens all across
this country.
I wish it \Vere possible to say that everything that this Congress and the ad:nin!s::ration achieved during this Feriod had
already completed that cycle. Eet :1 g:eat dea!
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Lyndon B. Johnson, 1968
u: •::h.1t we have committcJ neeJ> additional
fundi:!g to b~come a tangible reo.!!zation.
. Ye~ the very existence o£ these commit::len:.:: -these promises to the Ameri;:an people, m::tde by this Congress and by the
ex~:,_::::ve branch of the Government-ate
acLeve:::.ents in them:.elves, and failure to
carry through on our commitments would
be a tr:~gedy for this Nation.
THs much is certain: No one man or
grm:p of men made these commitments
alene. Congress and the executive branch,
with. t..~eir checks and balances, reasoned together and finally wrote them into the law
of the b.nd. They now have all the moral
force that the American political system can
sum :non when it acts as one.
They express Americ:J.'s common determination to achieve goals. They imply
acticn.
In most cases, you have already begun that
action-but it is not fully completed, of
course.
Let me speak for a moment about these
comrait.:nents. I am going to speak in the
language which the Congress itself spoke
when it passed these measures.
I am going to quote from your words.
In 1966, Congress declared that "improving the quality of urban life is the most
critical domestic problem facing the United
S:ates." Two years later it affirmed the historic goal of "a decent home ••• for every
American family." That is your language.
?'\ow to meet these commitments, we must
in.:rease our support for the model cities
p;o;:;ram, -..vhere blueprints of change are
a:ccady beir:g prepared in more than 150
Am;:;-ican cities
To achieve the goals of the Housing Act
cf 1968 that you have already passed, we
shc·~tld begin this year more than soo,ooo
h:-m~; for needy families in the coming fiscal
year. Funds are proYided in the new budget

J:.El.
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to do just tl1is. This is alr.wst ro ti:nes-:c:
tim::s-the average r:~t~ o£ th:: p:1st ~o y<:J.rs.
Our cities and our towns arc beir::; pressed
for funds to meet the needs of their ;;rowing
populations. So I believe an urb:t:l deYelC?ment bank should bt: created by th~ Ccngress. This bank could obtain resources
through the issuance of u.xable bonds and it
could then lend these resources at reduced
rates to the communities throughout the land
for schools, hospitals, parks, and other public
facilities.
Since we enacted the Social Security Act
back in 1935, Congress has recognized the
necessity to "make more adequate provision
for aged persons ••. through maternal aP..d
child welfare ••• and public health." Those
are the words of the Congress-"more
adequate."
The time has come, I think, t() make it
more adequate. I believe we should increase
social security benefits, and I am so recommending tonight.
I am suggesting that there should be an
overall increase in benefits of at least IJ percent. Those who receive only the minim'..!m
of $55 should get SSo a month.
Our Nation, too, is rightfully proud o£
our medical advances. But we should
remember that our country ranks 15th among
the nations of the world in its infant
mortality rate.
I think we should assure decent medical
care for every expectant mother and !cr
their children during the first ye:1.r of t't:eir
life in the United States of Americ::;..
I think we sho:1ld protect cur child:en
and their families from the coscs of catastrophic illness.
As we pass en from medicine, I think r:.:::::c.\ing is clearer to the Congress than t.\:=
commitment that the Congress made to end
poverty. Congress expressed it well, I t..~ink,
in 196.t, when they said: "It is the poli:;· of
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the U!1ited States to eliminate t.\e paradox
of poverty in the midst of plenty in this
nation."
This is the richest nation in the world. The
antipO\·erty program lus had many achievements. It abo has some failures. But
must not cripple it after only 3 years of trying to solve the human problems that have
been with us and have been building up
among us for generations.
I bdieve the Congress this year \Vill want
to improve t.\e administration of the poverty ·
program by reorganizing portions of it and
transferring them to other agencies. I bdieve,
though, it will want to continue, until we
h.. m: broken the back of poverty, the efforts
we are now making throughout this land.
I believe, and I hope the next administration-! believe t.l-tey believe-that the key to
success in this effort is jobs. It is work for
people who wa..1t to work.
In the budget for fiscal 1970, I shall recommend a total of $3.5 billion for our job
training program, and that is five times as
much as we spent in 1964 trying to prepare
Americans where they can work to ear.a
their own living.
The Nation's·commitment in the field of
civil rights ~egan with the Declaration of
Independence. They were extended by the
13th, 14th, and 15th amendments. They have
been powerfully strengthened by the enactment of three far-reaching civil rights laws
\Vithin the past 5 years, that this Congress,
in its wisdom, passed.
On January r of this year, the Fair Housing Act of 1968 covered over 20 million
American homes and apartrnents. The prohibition against racial discrimination in that
act should be remembered and it should be
\·igorously enforced throughout this land.
I believe we should also extend the vital
provisions of the Voting Rights Act for
nno:her 5 years.
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In the Safe Strcc:ts Act o£ 19SS, Coagress
determined 'To assist sw.te :md lo-:al governments in red"Jcing the incidence of
en. me. "
This year I am proposing th::t:: the Congress
provide the full S3oo miliion that !il:e Congress last year autlwrized to do just that.
I hope the Congress will put the money
where the authorization is.
I believe this is an essential con:ribution
to justice and to public order in the United
States. I hope these grants can be made to
the States and they can be used effectively
to reduce the crime rate in this country.
But all of t.i.is is only a small part of t.i.e
total effort that must be made-I think
chiefly by the local governments throughout
the Nation-if we expect to reduce ui.e toll
of crime that we all detest.
Frankly, as I leave the Office of the Presidency, one of my greatest disappointments is
our failure to secure passage of a licensing
and registration act for firearms. I think if
we had passed that act, it would have reduced
the incidence of crime. I belie\·e that the
Congress should adopt such a lavr,·, and I
hope that it will at a not too distant date.
In order to meet our longstanding commitment to make government as efficient as
possible, I believe that we should reorganize
our postal system along the lines of the ·
Kappel 1 report.
I hope we can all agree that public service
should never impose an unreasonable financial sacrifice 0:1 able men and women who
want to sen·e their count.'1··
I believe that the recommendations of the
Commission on ExecutiYe, Legislati,·e and
Judicial Salaries are generally sound. Later
this week, I shall submit a special messa~e
which I reYiev;·ed with the leadership t..~is
evening containing a propos:tl that ha3 been
1
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Lyndon B. Johnson, 1968
redL:cecl and h:1s modified th<: Comrni;sion's
ro-com!"ih~ndation to some extent on the cou<,;~essional salaries.
For ;\'lembers of Congress, I will recommend the basic compensation not of t...1.e
S5o,ooo unanimously recommended by the
Kappel Commission and the other distinftlished Members, but I shall reduce that
S5o,ooo to $42,500. I will suggest that Congress appropriate a \·ery small additional allo•.\:ance for official e."':penses, so that 1-!ember; will not be required to use their salary
increase for essential official business.
I would have submitted the Commission's
recommendationsJ except the advice that I
received from the leadership-and you
usually are consulted about matters that
affect t...l-te Congress-was that the Congress
would not accept the Sso,ooo recommendation, and if I expected my recommendation
to be seriously considered, I should make
substantial reductions. That is the only reason I didn't go along \vith the Kappel report.
L1 1967 I recommended to the Congress a
fair and impartial random selection system
for t...1.e draft. I submit it again tonight for
your most respectful consideration. .
I know that all of us recognize that most
of the things \ve do to meet all of these
commitments I talk about will cost money.
If we maintain the strong rate of growth
that we have had in this country for the past
8 yt>ars, I think we shall generate the reso:Jrces that we need to meet these
commitments.
\Ve iuve already been able to increase our
support for major social programs-although
we h:l\'e heard a lot about not being able to
do anything on the home front because of
\"ietnam; but we have been able in the last
5 years to increase our commitments for such
thinzs as health and education from S3o
Li:Eon i~ I9fl.f to sr.s billion in the coming
h<:~ 1 ;-ear. Th:.!t is more than double. Th<!t
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is more than it has ever been i12.cre:!.s::C: in the
r88 years of this Republic, notwiG;;:::;.::.d!ng
Vietnam.
\Ve must continue to budg::t our resources
and budget them responsibly in a wz.y t...1.at
will presen•e Ollr prosperity an~ \vill
strengthen our dollar.
Greater revenues and t...~e reduced Fec!eral
spending required by Congress last yea: have
changed the budgetary picture dramatically
since last January when we made our estimates. At that time, you will remember that
we estimated we would have a ddicit of $8
billion ..\Veil, I am glad to report to you tonight that the fiscal year ending June 30,
1969, this June, we are going to have not a
deficit, but we are going to have a $2-4 billion
surplus.
You will receive the budget tomorrow. The
budget for the next fiscal year, that beg!ns
July x-which you will want to e."':arnine very
carefully in the days ahead-will pro·:ide a
S3-4 billion surplus.
This budget anticipates the extension of
the surtax that Congress enacred las: year.
I have communicated with the Presidentelect, Mr. Nixon, in connection win dill
policy of continuing the surtaX for the time
being.
I want to tell you that both of us want to
see it removed just as soon as circums:ances
will permit, but the President-elect ha; to!d
me that he has conduJed that until 1::; administration, and this Congress, can exa:-:1iD.::
the appropriation bills, and each it::::1 !n. ~he
budget, and can ascertaia that the bets ;us::fy
permitting the surtax to expire or to
::-educed, he, Mr. Nixon, •.•.:ill support r.::y recommendation that the surtax be com!.zmed.
Americans, I believe, are t:nited i.r~ the
hope that the Paris talks will bring a:t ea::-ly
peace to Vietmm. And if O'Jr hopes £o:- :m
early setrlement of the •.v::tr are realized, L!en
our milicary expenditures C:Hl b:: :-educe~ ::o.:::::d
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very substantial savings c:m be made to be
used for other desirable purposes, as t.~e
C<,:-~gress may determine.
In any event, I thi..r1k it is imp~rative that
we do all that we responsibly can to resist
infl.nion while maintaining our prosperity.
I think all Americans know th:J.t our prosperity is broad and it is deep, and it has brought
record profits, the highest in our history, and
record wages.
Our gross national product has grown
more in t.~:: last 5 years than any other period
in our Nation's history. Our wages have been
the highest. Our profits have been the best.
This prosperity has enabled millions to escape
the poverty that they would have otherwise
had the last few years.
I think also you will be very glad to hear
that the Secretary of the Treasury infortns me
toni;:;ht that in rg68 in our balance of payments we have achieved a surplus. It appears
that we have, in. fact, done better this year
than we have done in any year in this regard
since the year I957·
../" The quest for a durable peace, I think, has
absorbed every adrri:listration since the end
of \Vorld Wadi. It h::ts required us to seek a
limitation of arms races not only among the
superpowers, but among the smaller nations
as welL We have joined in the test ban treaty
of 1963, the outer space treaty of 1967, and
the treaty against the spread of nuclear
weapons in rg68.
This latter agreement-the nonproliferation treaty-is now pending in the Senate
and it has been pending L~ere since last July.
In my opinion, delay in ratifying it is not
going to be hdpful to the cause of peace.
America took the lead in negotiating this
treaty and America should now take steps to
h::tve it approved at the earliest possible date.
Until a way can be found to scale down
the level of arms among the superpowers,
mankind cannot view the future "·irhout fear
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and great appreb:::nsion. 5o, I ~lie•;:: that we
should resume the talks wi::h t:::e Soviet
Union about limiting offensive aGd def::nsive
missile systems. I think they wodd already
have been resumed excep: for Cz:::ch.~slovakia
and our election this year.
It \Vas more than 20 years ;,go u~::tt we
embarked on a program of trying to aid the
developing nations. \Ve knew L~e.:: that we
could not live in good conscie;:J.ce as a rich
enclave on an earth that was seething in
misery.
During these years there have been great
advances made under our program, particularly against want and hunger, although
we are disappointed at the appropriations last
year. We thought they were woefully inadequate. This year I am asking for adequate
funds for economic assistance in. the hope
that we can further peace throughout the
world.
I think we must continue to support efforts
in regional cooperation. Among those efforts,
that of Western Europe has a very special
place in America's concern.
The only course that is going to permit
Europe to pby the great world rok that its
resources permit is to go forward to unity. I
think America remains ready to work with a
united Europe, to work as a partner on the
basis of equality.
For the future, the quest for peace, I believe, requires:
-that we maintain the liberal trade
policies that have helped c.s become the
leading nation in world trade,
-that we strengthen the ime:natiom.l
monetary system a; an instrument of
world prosp~rity, and
-that we seek areas of a.;reer.1e:1t with
the Soviet Union \vhere t.'-1e iD.::e.-ests of
both nations and the interes::s cf \vorld
peace are properly served.
The strained relationship bec-.veez: us and
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l<:ading Communist power has

r.ct c::J::J-especially in the light of the

bn.!tal invasion of Czechoslovakia. But
wuliur!anism is no less odious to us because
we are ab!e to reach some accommodation
that reduces the danger of world catastrophe.
What we do, we do in the interest of peace
iu the \vorld. \Ve earnestly hope that time
will bring a Russia that is less afraid of
diversity and individual freedom.
Th.: quest for peace tonight continues in
\'i~tna...-n, and in the Paris talks.
I regret more than any of you know that
it bs not been possible to restore peace to
South Vietnam.
The prospects, I think, for peace are better
today than at any time since North Vietnam
beg:1n its invasion with its regular forces
~or~ than 4 years ago.
Th:: free nations of Asia know what they
\':ere net sure of at that time: that America
cares n.b.:mt their freedom, and it also cares
about Arn::rica's own vital interests in Asia
and throughout the Pacific.
The North Vietnamese know that they
ca.nnot achieve their aggressive purposes by
force. There may be hard fighting before a
settlement is reached; but, I can assure you,
it will yield no victory to the Communist
cause.
I c.1ni10t speak to you tonight about Vietn~m ,_..·it..\out paying a very personal tribute
to the men who have carried the battle out
there £or all of us. I have been honored to be
their Commander in Chief. The Nation owes
t~~m its unstinting support while the battle
~::·ncinues-and its enduring gratitude when
their serv!ce is done.
Fim.liy, the quest for stable peace in the
~fiddle East goes on in many capit:1ls tonight. t\m;::rica fully supports the unanimous
•~solution of the U.N. Security Council
·;:h!ch poir~ts the way.
Th,:r;; must be a settlement of the :rrmed
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hostility that exists m that region of t..~e
world today. It is a L~reat r.ot only to Israd
and to all th~ Arab States, but it is a thre2.;; to
every one of us and to the entire world as
well.

Now, my friends in Congress, I \vant to
conclude with a few very personal words
to you.
I rejected and rejected and then finally
accepted the congressional leadership's invitation to come here to speak this farewell
to you in person tonight.
I did that for two reasonS. One was
philosophical. I wanted to give you my
judgment, as I saw it, on some of the issues .
before our Nation, as I view t.\em, before I
leave.
The other was just pure sentimental. Mcst
all of my life as a public official has been
spent here in this building. For 38 yearssince I worked on that g:Ulery as a doorkeeper in the House of Representatives-!
have known these halls, and I have known
most of the men pretty well who walked
them.
I know the questions that you face. I know
the conflicts that you endure. I know th.:
ideals that you seek to serve.
I left here first to become Vice President,
and then to become, in a moment of tragedy,
the President of the United States.
My term of office has been marked by a
series of challenges, both at home and
throughout the world.
In meeting some of these challenges, w.~e
Nation has found a new confidence. b
meeting others, it knew turbulence a;J.C
doubt, and fear and hate.
Throughout this time, I have been s\!5tained by my faith in representative democracy-a faith that I had learned here in t.'1i-;
Capitol Building as an employee and as a
Congressman and as a Serntor.
I believe deeply in tl:e ultimate i?u:-pc;;es
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I have received th:: most g~nerous cc-operation from the !eJders of the Republ:can Party
in the Congress of the UniteJ States, Senator
Dirksen and Congressman Gerald Ford, the
Minority Leader.
No President should ask for rr.ore, alu.~ough I did upon occasions. But fev: Presidents have ever been blessed with so :uuch.
President-elect Nixon, in the days ahead,
is going to need your understanding, just as
I did. And he is entitled to have it. I hope
every Member will remember t.~at the burdens he will bear as our President, "'ill be
borne for all of us. Each of us should try not
to increase these burdens for t.l-te sake of
narrow personal or partisan advantage.
Now, it is time to leave. I hope it may be
said, a hundred years from now, that by
working together we helped to make our
country more just, more just for all of its
people, as well as to insure and guarantee
the blessings of liberty for an of our posterity.
That is what I hope. But I believe that at
least it will be said that we tried.

this Nation-described by the Constitution, tempered by history, embodied in pro.gres;in: laws, and given life by men and
women that have been el:::cted to serve their
fellm-..· citizens.
::-\ow for 5 most demanding years in the
\\-hit:: House, I haYe been strengu.~ened by
the counsel and the cooperation of two great
former Presidents, Harry S. Truman and
Dw:ght D:1vid Eisenhower. I have been
guided by the memory of my pleasant and
dose association with the beloved John F.
Kennedy, and. with our greatest modern
legisbtor, Speaker Sam Rayburn.
I bve been assisted by my friend every step
of the way, Vice President Hubert Humphrey. I am so gratdul that I have been
supported daily by the loyalty of Speaker
Z..JcCormack and Majority Le:~.der Albert.
I have benefited from the wisdom of Senator Mike Mansfield, and I am sure that I have
avoided many dangerous pitfalls by the good
commonsense counsel of the President Pro
Tern of the Senate, Senator Richard Brevard
Russell.

677 Remarks at the Signing of the Budget Message, Fiscal Year 1970.
January 15, 1969
about credibility-it concerns me sometimes
because so often it \Vas said we have had to
neglect, forgo, abuse, and take from our
people because we have ddended freedom.
Yet, we have provided $969 billion for
programs to improve the lives of our citizens
and to protect u~e Nation's secu:ity. And
more than two-thirds of that total increase
in the outlays has gone for domestic acti\·ities.
So it is true that we are not doing an we
should do. \Ve are not doing all v;e mt>st
do. But it is not true th::tt we ha·.-e ignored
or neglected our domestic needs. \Ve have
faced up to them, and we ha·.-e tried to begin

Director Zwick, i\tlr. Hughes, Mr. Schultze,
Senator Young, Chairman }lfahon, Congressman Bow, other distinguished JY!embers
of Congreu, and honored guests:
I am so pleased that you could come here
and be with us this morning in the East
Room of the \\'hite House where we will
sign and later officially transmit to t..~e Congres> the sixth Budget ~Jessage since I have
been President.
In the budgets covering the years of the
Jchnson admi..11istration, including this one,
we will have recommended the expenditure
of almost a trillion dolbrs. \Vhen we talk
1270
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672 Remarks in New York City at a Farewell DiL1ner Honoring
the President. January 13, 1969
Governor Rockefeller, Mr. Vice President,
Senator Mansfield, Senator Muskie, Senator
favits, Mayor Lindsay, Members of the
Court, and the Cabinet, and the Congress,
distinguished Ambassadors and Governors,
my very dear hosts:
My, what a beautiful evening-how much
Mrs. Johnson and I appreciate, how touched
we are that you would want to come here
and give us this delightful refreshmentan ending to 5 years of work that we have
done together.
It w:1s 5 years ago, in a very tragic hour,
that I went before the Congress and all the
pt:ople of America and asked for the help
of "all Americans, and all America." "Now,
here tonight, at the end of my Presidency,
I stand among the· men and women-most
all of whom answered the call that I made
that night and answered it from the fullness
of their hearts.
In the Office of the Presidency, a man must
draw on many things: his own memories
and his own heritage, his own vision of the
Nation and really what the Nation should
become, and whatever strength his life and
his experiences have given him.
So tonight here among some of my dearest
friends, many images crowd my mind. I go
back to the thrill of coming to ·washington
as a young man in the zestful days when a
great leader of New York, who had just
come into the Presidency, demonstrated to
the people of this country that he really
cared.
Then I remember the hard but the very
happy days on Capitol Hill, learning and
trying to use the machinery of government
to help human beings. I see out there in that
audience tonight David Dubinsky, who in-

•

spired me and stimulated me to be one of
the three southerners who forced a caucus
on a minimum wage bill in 1938 to provide
for a minimum wage, the first one the National Congress enacted that provided 25
cents an hour.
Then I remember the long hours of reflection, struggling from illness after I had had
a heart attack, when my blood pressure
dropped to zero, thinking of what a man
must really do in the given time that had
been allotted him.
I remember those earliest hours at the
summit of authority, when I determined
that only if America were made a better land,
could sense be brought from that great
tragedy.
But no President can really rely on his
inner reserves alone. If he is not sustained
and strengthened from sources outside himself, there is no doubt but what he is going
to lose his way before long.
I think all of you know that I have been
richly blessed with the love of a wonderful
and incomparable family, the constancy of
good, loyal, enduring, and understanding
friends who have stood fast with me through
many changing winds.
So tonight in this beautiful room, at this
well-planned occasion, your friendship has
greatly honored us. But I think it has done
more than that. I think it strengthened this
Nation more; for I think that friendship
was rooted in a joint concern for the people
of this counrty first, this great Nation itself.
vVe shared the dreams and the battles of
a 5-year encounter with destiny. There will,
in the years ahead, be many e\"aluations of
all of the things that we did-favorable and
unfavorable, praising and damning.
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Lyndon B. Johnson, Ig68
But what really matters is not the ultimate
judgment that historians are going to pass
on u1.e work that \-Ve have done in this period,
or even this administration; but what matters
is whether there has really been a change for
the better in the way human beings live in
this country. I am going to let you in on a
little secret. I really think there has been.
Our black citizens, who were bound in
silence for so long, are today finding their
voice in the voting booth in every part of
the Nation. In the States along the gulf they
are actually electing sheriffs this year.
The old people, in their illness, finally
know the dignity of independence; 20 millioa of them don't have to ask their sons-inlaw when they can go to a hospital. Young
minds have been enriched, and young horizons have been expanded, and a million and
a half young people are in college tonight
because of America's new concern for education in this country in the last 5 years.
By the millions, families who were once
poor, and men who were once idle, have
now begun to know the dignity of decent
incomes and fuli-time jobs. A larger share
. of the American earth-of its shores and
of its mountains and of its forests-has been
set aside for all the American people and
their children to enjoy.
We tonight can proudly-those of you in
this room who have shared in this dream
and who have helped to accomplish itlook at these achievements together, and feel
together a swell of achievement and satisfaction. But also with it, we can feel a concern that will not end 7 days from now, or
fer that matter, ever end. For America, \Ve
all know, still has far to go.
The one thing that I am constantly reminded of in the last few hours of my term
of office is the story of Prime Minister
Churchill, when he s::tid, "How little have
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we done, how much we have yet to do."
But we have begun.
I think I will take time just to tell that
story. My staff has heard it several times.
But Governor Rockefeller has just heard it
twice.
At the end of World \Var II, after going
through the critical period in the hectic
days of that war, a group of temperance
ladies came in to visit the Prime Minister to
criticize his drinking habits.
A little lady, leading the group, stood
there in her tennis shoes, and said, "Mr.
Prime Minister, we are informed that if all
the alcohol that you have consumed during
this war could be emptied in this room at
one time, it would come up to about here."
She stood on her tiptoes. The Prime Minister looked at the floor and he looked at the
ceiling and at the little lady's hand, and he
said, "My dear little lady, so little have I
done, so much I have yet to do."
So when I look back at conservation, civil
rights, education, health and consumer legislation, and the War on Poverty, I think
so little have we done, so much have we yet
to do.
So as we prepare to depart 7 days from
now, we leave the plow in the furrow, and
actually the field is only half tilled.
In the sweep of things, a President has
only so much time-a very allotted time-to
do the things that he really believes in and
he thinks must be done. \Vithin those limits,
he can only give it the best he has.
Last week, one of our brave Apollo 8
astronauts that you gave such a great welcome to here-and to Mayor Lindsay and
Governor Rockefeller, on behalf of the Nation, as well as the astronauts, I thank you
for that symbol of appreciation-but this
brave astronaut said that the first night he
w::ts back home, he stepped out into his back-
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yard. I won't tell you the state that he was
in. But he looked up at that beautiful moon
and he wondered if actually he had ever
realiy been there.
Perhaps the time will come for Mrs. Johnson and myself, perhaps some long reflective
moment when we are walking along the
banks of the Pedernales-I hope in company
with Laurance Rockefeller-we can look
back upon the majesty and the splendor of
the Presidency, and I guess we will find it
really hard to believe that I ever occupied
that office.
But tonight I want to say this to my good
and lasting friends who have come hereI want to say beyond any peradventure of a
doubt: I know that I have been there.
I know something else: I know that most
of you have been there with me all the time,
every step of the way. And I further know
more, and I know it with a great sense of
pride that really touches every fiber of my
soul: I know that I have given it everything
I have had. [Applause J
I am noc a prophet or the son of a prophet.
I do not know what they will say next year
or xoo years from now about the record

that the people of America have made these
last few years to advance the cause of justice
in this country.
I don't know what they will say about our
actual accomplishments. I don't know what
they will record about our solid achievements. But I do believe-in fact, I knowthat they will all say we tried.

out: I) only half
tion:!d feel now tha
th<:y thought it wo
hired; and 2) when
35% plan to leave t
These findings sl
a.d forcefully, that
cannot rest content
lenge to motivate
employees to the hi.g
I note with enco1.
actions already init
committees to impr
hance job opportun

NOTE: The President spoke at 10:55 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom of the Plaza Hotel in Kew York
City. In his opening words he referred to Governor
Nelson A. Rockefeller of New York, Vice President
Hubert H. Humphrey, Senator Mike Mansfield of
Montana, Senate Majority Leader, Senators Edmund
S. Muskie of Maine and Jacob K. Javits of New York,
and Mayor John V. Lindsay of New York City. During his remarks he referred to David Dubinsky,
President Emeritus of the lntc:mational Ladies'
Garment Workers Union, and Laurance S. Rockefeller, Chairman of the Citizens' Advisory Commit·
tee on Recreation and Natural Beauty.
Following the President's remarks. Governor
Rockefeller addressed the gathering. His remarks are
printed in the Weekly Compilation of Presidential
Docwnents (vol. 5, p. 57).
The farewell dinner and dance was given by
I 6 hosts and attended by some 400 guests. The
hosts were Mrs. Vincent Astor, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
W. Engelhard, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ford II, Mr.
and .Mrs. Arthur B. Krim, Mrs. Mary D. wker, Mr.
and Mrs. John Loeb, Mr. and 1frs. Andre Meyer,
Mr. and Mrs. Laurance S. Rockefeller, and Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin L. Weisl.
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673 Memorandum to Agencies Transmitting Report on Career
Training for Young Federal Employees. January q, 1969

THE 4IST REG!l\1:
IST BATTALIO:

[Released January 14, 1969. Dated January 13, 1969 ]

3D BATTALim

Memorandum for the Heads of Departments
and Agencies:
The attached Report was prepared in response to my memorandum of October Io
concerning career training for young employees in the Federal Government.
The report represents a preliminary attempt to probe the opinions, concerns and
problems of young employees in the Federal
Government. Too often in the past, evalua-

tions of trainee programs have proceeded
from the top down, involving the young
employee only in the end results. This time,
through the creation of youth committees in
each agency and through a questionnaire
survey, a significant number of young people
have been involved from the very start.
Though the overall picture emerging from
the questionnaire indicates a considerable
degree of job satisfaction, two findings stand

3D TROO?, 8TH REC
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The 41st Regime
and 3d Battalions,
3d Troop, 8th Rec
Army of the Repul
guished themselves 1
in action against a
enemy force in Van
Binh Dinh Province
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